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ABSTRACT
The contact conductance at an interface can be
determined by knowing the material and surface properties
and the interfacial pressure distribution. This pressure
distribution can be influenced strongly by the roughness of
the mating surfaces but until now this effect has been ignored
in studies of joint conductance. This thesis considers this
effect and shows the circumstances when it is an important
factor. Furthermore, it is shown that one can either raise
or lower the total resistance of a joint by changing the
surface properties in the proper manner for the particular
system being considered.
Specifically, this thesis deals with three systems:
the contact of two rough, wavy surfaces; the contact of two
rough but nominally flat plates pressed together over a con-
centrated area; and the contact of two rough but nominally flat
plates bolted together. In each case the pressure distribution
is calculated as a function of the surface properties. In the
case of wavy surfaces it is found that all necessary information
for any combination of parameters can be reduced to one master
graph. In the other two cases one such graph is needed for each
geometry used. The resulting pressure distributions are used
in a specific heat transfer example and the total joint re-
sistance versus roughness is presented. It is shown how one
can actually decrease the resistance by increasing the rough-
ness - a seemingly contradictory phenomenon.
Heat transfer experiments performed by Joseph
Pigott qualitatively confirmed the theoretical findings.
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NOMENCLATURE
a Radius of disk
a a/b
ah Radius of contact in Hertzian case
Aa Apparent contact area
Ac Actual contact area
b Thickness of disk
c Radius of hole in disk
c c/b
E Young's Modulus of body i
r 1 r onn-1
E( ) Expected value
F Load
hc Thermal contact conductance
H Vicker's hardness
H H/p0
J0,1
0 1
k.1
E tan 0/fr 2/2~
Modified Bessel function of the first kind of
order zero, one
Bessel function of the first kind of order zero, one
Thermal conductivity of body i
2k 1k2/(k 1 +k2)
KO,1i
tan 0 Mean of absolute slope of profile
T Temperature
w Deflection of surface with respect to coordinate
origin
Modified Bessel function of the second kind of
order zero, one
Number of contact points per unit area
Number of terms used in infinite series
Pressure
For spherical surfaces - average Hertzian stress
for disks - average load stress
p/pO
Heat flux
Radial coordinate
r/b for disk; r/ah for spheres
Radius of contact at interface
r c/b for disks; r c/ah for spheres
Radius of applied load
r /b for disks; r /a for spheres
Radius of curvature for body i
R 1R2/(R1 +R2)
Contact resistance
Truncation factor
p0
q/A
r
r
c
r
c
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r
o0
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w
y
y 0
y0
Zero of J1 (O) =
Poisson's ratio
rms roughness of surface on body i
2 2
1 + a2
aE/a p0 for spheres; aE/bp0 for disks
Radial normal stress
Axial normal stress
Parametric representation for force-deflection
relationships (see Appendix for particular values)
Shear stress
wE/bp
0
Distance from mean surface of body
Distance between mean surfaces of two bodies
in contact
yE/ahp for spheres; yE/bp for disks
h 0 0
Bessel function of the second kind of order zero, one
Axial coordinate
Yo,1
a~.
1
rz
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Phenomenon Description and Previous Work
The concept that there is a resistance to the flow
of heat at the interface of two materials has been acknow-
ledged for some time but it has only been within the last
few decades with the advent of modern electronics and nuclear
power that this resistance has had importance.
It has been observed that if a heat flux is passed
through a body, a linear temperature change will occur as
shown in Figure la. If, however, this body has an interface,
the temperature change will not be linear in the neighborhood
of the interface as shown in Figure lb. The additional resis-
tance to heat flow caused by the presence of the interface
is the contact resistance. It is defined as
R = AT
c q/A
where AT is the temperature difference at the interface
between the extended linear profiles. The reciprocal of
the resistance, the thermal contact conductance is, therefore,
h 1 q/A (2)
c R AT
c
The reason for this interfacial resistance has been
attributed to various phenomena including quantum effects due
CROSS SECTION A
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to misalignment of the crystal lattices, [l-5]*; surface films
(oxide and other contaminents), 16]; and heat flow constriction.
While the former two may apply in certain specific occasions,
the predominant effect by far is the latter, the constriction
resistance.
Because real surfaces are not smooth (in the micro-
scopic sense) but are made up of asperities, two surfaces in
contact will not touch over 100% of the apparent area in
contact but only where the asperities touch. The actual
area of contact may be of the order of 0.1% of the apparent
area. Since heat will only flow through the actual area in
contact, the constriction of heat flow and, hence, the added
resistance will be present. The other parameter of prime
importance influencing the contact resistance other than the
roughness is the pressure which directly affects the actual
to apparent area ratio.
There is extensive literature dealing with contact
resistance, both experimental 17-30] and analytical 131-36].
All of the latter realize the importance of surface roughness
but most use a rather cumbersome manual technique to predict
the contact conductance. In 136], however, advantage is
taken of the statistical nature of the problem and expected
values for the conductance are arrived at. Based on the
model shown in Figure 2 it is found that
*
Numbers in brackets denote references listed at the end.
11111MIN111,1111j"I'm
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h= 1.45 k tan(0) 3985 (3)
c ar [H
This was developed for contact in a vacuum (i.e.,-heat
passing only through asperities in contact and not through
the gaps), Gaussian distribution of surface heights above
a mean plane, and contact between two nominally flat surfaces -
uniform p. If the surfaces are not flat and contact pressure
varies with a particular coordinate, say radius r in an
axially-symmetric system, then h is modified to hc (r).
Relationship (3) has been substantiated independently in
[29].
Other phenomena connected with thermal contact
conductance which have been investigated over the past years
are: the directional effect E37-43]; the effect of previous
loading 144]; the effect of plating [45]; the effect of
interstitial materials [27,46,47]; specific surface
geometries and materials [28,48-52]; specific systems such
as bolted or riveted joints 153-60]; and nonuniform pressure
distribution 161,62]. Additional references can be found
in the bibliographies given in [27,28,48,51] and in [63-65].
It should be noted that it is impossible to
develop a general relationship for the resistance of an
interface, Rc, regardless of the system of which the inter-
face is a part. Contact resistance is a constriction resis-
tance and can only be described by distributed system para-
meters such as hc as a function of surface location. To take
- 14 -
advantage of a succinct lumped parameter such as R is to limit
its use only to the specific case for which it was developed.
Therefore, while there is much experimental work available
as mentioned before, much of it is applicable only to
the specific case studied by the experimenter. The best
that can be done is to investigate trends and give general
relationships for the behavior at the interface, such as
equation (3).
1.2 Statement of the Problem
In the contact of certain systems such as bolted
or riveted plates, clamped disks, wavy plates, etc., there is
contact in certain areas and narrow gaps between the surfaces
in others. See, for example, Figure 3. Heat which is to
flow from one body to another must first be constricted to
the areas of large scale contact and then, once in these
areas, must be constricted still further to the actual areas
of contact at the roughness asperities.* From (3) one sees
that
c (r) a p r)
*
It is assumed that no heat is transferred across the gaps.
In the case of radiation this is a warranted assumption at
the temperatures usually considered. For conduction through
a gas which might be in the gap this assumption is weak.
However,if the assumption is made and the gas ignored -
the case of a vacuum - the resulting relationship can be
combined later with the parallel flow of heat through the
gap for an overall result. See [29,36]. Since the gap is
so narrow, convection is justifiably ignored.
FIGURE 3o CONTACT OF
BODIES WITH WAVY
SURFACES
FIGURE 3b CONTACT OF
TWO PLATES UNDER
EXTERNAL LOAD
FIGURE 3c CONTACT OF
BOLTED JOINT
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where it is assumed that one is dealing with an axially-
symmetric system and is allowing for radial variations in
pressure. If p(r) were not affected by the roughness, then
increasing the roughness would directly decrease the contact
conductance. However,if one increases the roughness in a
case where there is a narrow gap, the asperities may touch
in this gap and pCr) will then be affected. See Figure
4. Since the tendency will be to enlarge the large-scale
area of contact, that constriction will be lessened. However,
since the roughness is being increased, the small-scale
constriction, that due to the asperities, will increase.
These two trends, both due to an increase in a, run opposite
to each other. It is the purpose of this thesis to investi-
gate the combined effect.
There are three immediate reasons to do this: to
explain previously unexplainable experimental observations
where the resistance at an interface decreased when the
roughness was increased, e.g. [48,66]; to determine if it
is necessary, as it is now assumed, to go through the expensive
process of smoothing a surface to a mirror finish in order
to enhance the contact conductance; and to see if one can
control more accurately the contact resistance of an overall
system by varying the roughness.
The specific cases investigated here are those
shown in Figure 3: two wavy surfaces, two externally clamped
plates, and two bolted plates. The cases and models, all
assumed to be axially-symmetric, are as follows:
- 17 -
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(1) Wavy surface - Figure 5 - The wavy surfaces (Figure
3a) are modeled as two semi-infinite elastic bodies
with non-flat surfaces of uniform (but not necessarily
equal) radii of curvature. The radius of contact is
assumed to be much less than the radius of curvature.
For a = 0 this is the Hertzian problem.
(2) Clamped plates - Figure 6 - The externally clamped
plates (Figure 3b) are modeled as two adjoining
elastic disks of finite radius and thickness. They
are forced together under a uniform load over a
prescribed area. There are no other shear or normal
loads on any face or edge.
(3) Bolted joint - Figure 7 - The bolted (or riveted)
plates (Figure 3c) are modeled as two adjoining
elastic disks with center holes. These disks of
finite radius and thickness are forced together
under a uniform load over a prescribed annular area.
There are no other shear or normal loads on any face
or edge.
The required information is h cCr) for each model.
From equation (3) one sees that in order to obtain
the conductance it is necessary and sufficient to obtain the
interfacial pressure distribution, p(r). (The other parameters
in (3) are functions of the materials.) The main goal of
the thesis is to calculate p(r) for each of the three models
and incorporate the result in thermal contact resistance
behavior.
- 19 -
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The overall method of solution is straightforward.
It is assumed that an asperity experiences the same load
that the part of the main body directly under it experiences.
It is further assumed that the asperities will "ride" on the
mean surface of the body in addition to being deformed. The
problem is then separated into two parts: deformation of
the asperities and the deformation of the large body. The
latter is solved using classical techniques of mechanics.
Figure 8 illustrates the above.
The final result is arrived at through an iterative
procedure utilizing three constraints:
(1) the elastic deformation of a body must conform to
the pressure distribution it experiences;
(2) the deformation of the asperities must conform to
the pressure distribution they experience;
(3) the total load applied to the elastic body is equal
to the sum of the loads applied to the asperities.
This technique is not new with this paper and has been used
before by various investigators 162,67,68].
To solve the problem for these three models, there-
fore, general force-deflection relationships for asperities,
semi-infinite bodies, and finite disks with holes are needed.
Previous work done in these areas will now be discussed.
1.3 Deformation of Asperities
It has been shown [69-71] that the behavior of a
real surface can be described using the Gaussian distribution.
- 23 -
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For complete identification of a surface for our purposes
one needs two statistical parameters: the standard devia-
tion and the average mean slope. In this section the
salient results developed by Mikic E36,72,73] are presented
for such a Gaussian model. Both plastic and elastic defor-
mation of the asperities are considered.
The model shown in Figure 2 illustrates a typical
contact between two real surfaces. The mean lines are what
are normally called the "surfaces" of the bodies. The actual
contact between these two bodies is at discreet points where
the asperities overlap. A statistical description of the
surface is necessary and as mentioned before the distribution
of heights of the surface above the mean line has been found
to be Gaussian. That is
22
1 e-y / 2a2probability (y) = 7 a
In the work done by-Greenwood [70,71] it is not the height
of the surface which is considered but the heights of the
peaks. This forces one to assume an asperity shape in order
to account for the remainder of the surface. While Greenwood
has shown that the choice is not particularly critical [71],
the model in [36] is less restrictive.
In using a Gaussian model it should be noted that,
E(y) = 0
- 25 -
E(lyI) =
where EC ) is the expected value. The first is the mean
value of y which is defined to be zero since y is measured
from the mean plane. The second is the rms value and is
equal to the standard deviation. The third is the center
line average, or CLA, and is that value usually measured by
such instruments as a Talysurf.
The other parameter needed to describe the surface
is the average absolute value of the slope, tan(e), where
tan(e) = T Idx
- L
This has been found experimentally to be in the neighborhood
of (0.1).
Besides a Gaussian distribution of asperity height
above a mean plane, the other experimentally observed cri-
terion to be met is Amonton's Law: the frictional force
between two bodies is dependent on contact load only and
independent of apparent area. This implies that the actual
contact area, Ac, is proportional only to load, F,
A a Fc
insomililwiiwii I IIIIINW1114111110 Alk l
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but since F = pAa then,
A
p a a (4)
By assuming that each asperity is a small hardness indentor
and that the asperities deform plastically, one can remove
the proportionality from (4) with use of the experimentally
obtained hardness, H. Since F = HA then
A
p = H -2  (5)A
a
Using the model in Figure 2 one can find the
probability that the surfaces intersect, p(yl+y 2>y0 ); and,
from that, predict the area in contact {36]. The result is
A Y
- = 1/2 erfc 0  (6)Aa K 1
where
erfc(x) -2 e-t dt
-x
Therefore from (5) and (6),
H (7
p = - erfc 
7)
- 27 -
Equation (7) is, then, the required force-deflection
relationship needed in the eventual solution if one assumes
that the asperities deform plastically.
Another result of interest is the number of contacts
per unit area, n. To derive this one must also use the second
statistical parameter mentioned, tanCe). The final result
given in E72] is
2 ~ 0/a 2
n= tan (0) e (8)
erfc
The only additional assumption needed is that the radius of
curvature of the asperities before deformation is the same
for all contacts which started at the same distance from the
mean plane.
If the asperities deform elastically rather than
plastically then C5) is no longer applicable. In 173] it is
shown that for elastic deformation of the asperities,
A y
c 1/4 erfc - (9)
a a/
and
p = 1/4 tan(e) erfc j (10)
- 28 -
where
1) [1_ l %)21
1 + 2 (11)
EE E2
This is the force-deflection relationship which one uses if
the asperities are assumed to yield elastically. Except for
this, the same assumptions are made here as before. The
number of contacts per unit area is the same, equation (8).
If one considers H* to be an equivalent hardness,
H*= tan(O) (12)
then for the elastic case
p - erfc[YO
It is obvious from (9) and (10) that Amonton's Law is
satisfied since
E tan(O)
7r V2 a
Figure 9 illustrates the behavior of the various parameters
versus y0/a and Figure 10 summarizes the results.
In brief, then, regardless of whether or not the
asperities deform plastically or elastically one has a
force-deflection expression in the form
- 29 -
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H 0
p erfc
For plastic deformation H is the Vickers hardness. For
elastic deformation H is that given in (12), H*.
1.4 Deformation of Spherical Surfaces
The previous section showed that there was sufficient
information already existing in the literature concerning
the deformation of asperities to satisfy the needs of this
paper. The next three sections will review previous work
done on the models given in Figures 5-7. In all three of
these models two facts are needed: What is the interfacial
pressure distribution for zero roughness when the two bodies
are pressed together? What is the deflection at the surface
for an arbitrary interfacial pressure distribution? The
latter is needed in the iteration procedure when the roughness
is non-zero.
In the case of two bodies with spherical surfaces
(Figure 5),the first question has been answered by the work
of Hertz [74]. For the model shown in Figure 5, with a = 0,
the interfacial pressure distribution is
3 F ( 2 2) 1/2
p(r) = -2 1 -r/a h(13)
TTa h
- 32 -
where the radius of the contact area, ah, is
1/3
ah (14)
E)
It is assumed that each body is a semi-infinite elastic body,
that the radii are of constant curvature (before deformation)
within the area of contact, and that R >> ah'
There are two ways to solve the second problem of
a variable pressure distribution. The first is to superimpose
point load solutions [74], the second is to use Hankel trans-
forms (Terezawa's solution) [76]. The point load solution
is difficult to use because of the point of discontinuity
which arises. To avoid this difficulty the Hankel transform
solution is used here instead. The procedure is to take the
solution for a flat semi-infinite body and add to it the
original curvature. This gives the overall distance between
two opposing points on the two bodies.
Using the notation given in Figure 11, the deflection
at the surface of a semi-infinite body w(r) due to a load,
p(r) is [76]
w~r) = 2 (-vO2 P(p)J 0 (pr)dp (15)
-0
where
P(p) = rp(r)J0 (pr)dr (16)
- 0
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The distance, then, between two points opposing each other
(Figure 11) without considering the curvature is
A ~wC + wA wC
Superimposing the curvature of the bodies gives the total
distance between the two points A1 and A2
AA 2  wA W + wA-wC] + 2 +
or, from (15)
-r 
-o ~ d 2
A A2 =2 P(p)J(pr)dp - P(p)dp + r2  (17)
E -0E -2R
The above assumes that the bodies touch at C1 and C2. When
the roughness is considered, a constant term, y0, will be
added to (17) to account for the separation of the two
reference points.
Using a procedure similar to the above but using
the superposition method rather than Hankel transforms,
Greenwood E75], Flengas £68], and McMillan f62] all investi-
gated the effect of roughness on the interfacial pressure
distribution and arrived at similar conclusions. Because
of an unfortunate choice of non-dimensional variables, how-
ever, the results published were not general and could be
- 35 -
used on'y for the specific cases presented. The main con-
tribution here is to show that by proper non-dimensionalizing,
all pertinent data regarding this problem can be reduced to
one compact graph. This will be done in section 2.1.
To recapitulate: as was done for asperities, a
basic force-deflection relationship for spherical surfaces
has been presented, equation (15). It is not in as simple
a form as that for the asperities and will generally require
numerical integration for a particular p(r).
1.5 Deformation of Solid Disks
Unlike the case of contact between two spherical
surfaces, there is no exact solution available for the
contact of two solid disks with zero surface roughness. The
expected behavior is intimate contact with finite pressure
and zero deflection Csymmetrical loading assumed) within a
certain radius of contact, rc, and zero pressure and finite
deflection outside of rc. Of interest is both the nature of
the pressure distribution, p(r), and the value of rc.
In lieu of an exact solution, the midplane stress
of a single plate of thickness 2b (rather than two plates
each of thickness b) has been used [73-80]. Even though the
midplane stress becomes tensile a certain distance from the
centerline it has been assumed that this can be ignored.
From this it is estimated [79] that the radius of contact
for r 0/b > 0.5 is
r c= r0 +b (18)
- 36 -
It will be shown later that this relationship can be im-
proved.
Figure 12 gives published results for the midplane
stress. These are from [79] but the results of the other
references cited agree with them.
As was mentioned before, besides the contact
pressure between two smooth disks, the force-deflection
relationship for a single disk of thickness b is needed
(Figure 6). No solution exists in the literature for a
disk of finite radius but does exist for one of infinite
radius 177,79]. The solution to the finite radius problem
will be presented later in this paper. It is found using
a method suggested by Pickett [81] in solving the similar
problem of a cylinder under a compressive load from two
rigid bodies. The method, which uses Fourier-Bessel series,
is explained in the Appendix. With this solution, compari-
son to the existing one will be made and the accuracy in
using the midplane stress for the contact pressure (at zero
roughness) will be examined.
Therefore, as was done with spherical surfaces, a
force-deflection relationship for disks will be presented
and used along with that for the asperities in order to
examine the effect of varying roughness.
1.6 Deformation of Disks with Center Holes
While no exact closed-form solution exists for
the contact of two disks with center holes, a numerical one
I.1
1.0
T
2b
-
um
o 0
,::4P0
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b EACH [79)
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FIG. 12
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does [83]. This finite-element solution solves the mixed
boundary value problem of zero deformation up to rc and
zero pressure beyond rc by a trial and error technique of
locating rc. The results are found to be independent of
hole radius. The relationship given for rc is,
rc =r + 0.5b (19)
The model, data on which (19) is based, and an example of
the pressure distribution for contact between two smooth
plates are given in Figures 13 and 14. It should be noted
from the latter that the midplane distribution is not a
good estimate of the interfacial contact pressure. Not
only is the negative pressure zone not found in the correct
solution (as is expected),but the rate of decrease of p(r)
beyond r0 is much steeper than that predicted by the mid-
plane stress curve. However, if one extends the tangent to
the midplane stress curve at r0 to the r axis it will inter-
sect at, or close to, the value of rc predicted by the
numerical solution. It seems reasonable then to extend this
approximation to the previous section where there was no
center hole. If this is done it is seen that equation (19)
can be used there also for predicting rc. One expects (19)
to decrease in accuracy as r0 decreases, in either case.
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There have also been approximate solutions for
p(r) developed through the use of thin plate theory [84,85].
The form used is
p(r) = p*[1 - - O<r<rc
= 0 r>rc
The constants p*, m, and rc are unknown and are evaluated
using various boundary conditions and assumptions. The
critical boundary condition that the deflection is zero
within the radius of contact cannot be met, however. Thin
plate theory assumes uniform stress through the narrow
dimension of the plate (here the z axis). The essence of
the contact problem considered here is the change in the
stress through this thin section. To meet the requirement
of changing p(r) with z and zero deflection for r < rc is
impossible.
At large values of r0/b one can use the approxi-
mation
rc r0
and, therefore,
pCr) p0
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Experimental results E83,85] bear out the analytical work
done in 183].
Like the case with the spherical surfaces, there
exists a solution for the contact of two smooth disks with
center holes. There is, however, no general force-deflection
relationship which can be used in the more general problem
of contact between two rough disks. Subsequent work will
yield such a relationship.
In the subsequent section the force-deflection
relationship for asperities, (7) or (10), will be coupled
with that for the spherical surfaces, disks without center
hole, and disks with center hole in turn to arrive at the
interfacial pressure distribution for a rough contact.
Knowing p~r),one can use C3) to determine the local contact
conductance h Er). With this knowledge one can, for example,
find the resistance of a given configuration. This will be
done in section 3 for a particular bolted joint.
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2. MECHANICS
2.1 Contact of Two Way Surfaces
2.1.1 Model
It is assumed that the behavior of the contact
between two wavy surfaces can be determined by investigating
the behavior of the contact between two spherically shaped
surfaces. It is further assumed that
(a) the spherically shaped bodies deform elastically;
(b) the radius of contact, rc, is small compared to the
radii of curvature of the two surfaces;
Cc) asperities deform plastically;
(d) asperity height distribution above a mean line is
Gaussian;
(e) asperity contact is normal with no tangential com-
ponent;
(f) the contact (i.e., pressure distribution and defor-
mation) will be symmetric about an axis through the
center of the area in contact.
Using these assumptions and the model given in
Figure 5, one can arrive at the following set of equations
(see sections 1.3 and 1.4) for the
(a) deformation of spherical surfaces
2rr r2
wCr) = 2 P(p)J (pr)dp - - P(p)dp + -2 (20)
-
0-T 0 2R
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where
P(p) = rp(r)J0(pr)dr
-0
(b) pressure distribution at asperities
H YO+w(r)p(r) = g erfc f j (21)
(c) and for the load, F
F = 2rp(r)dr (22)
-0
There are three unknowns: p(r), w(r), and y0 where yis
the separation between the two mean lines of the surfaces.
One can numerically iterate using equations (20), (21), and
(22) to arrive at a solution for the particular set of
variables used. It can be shown that for the special case
of perfectly smooth surfaces (a = 0 - Hertz's problem) that
the solution is
0 0
- 45
- 1/2
2
h2
a hj
p(.r) = 
-2
r ah
where ah is the Herzian radius
(13)
of contact and is
-, 1/3
rc ah 37TF
r= 0 4E
When a X 0, one does not have a closed-form solution like
(13).
Non-dimensionalize equations (20), (21), and (22)
with the average Hertzian pressure, p0, where
F
PO* 27ra h
and with the Hertzian radius of contact, ah* The variables
become
wT
0 
_PahPO
_ r
ah
a hp
Y0
0 E
ah 0
- H
p0
- r c
r
c ah
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One has, then, from (20)
w(r-) = 2
E
27T)J3)dp22_r2F()JO(39)d - J F(o)do + r
0 E d,0
where
P() = r(r)JO(r)dr
-0
from (21)
H 0
p(r) = - erfc
2 g
and from (22)
C*
rJ(r)dr = 0.5
-do
Thus the non-dimensional force is 0.5 and remains fixed
regardless of the choice of Ca and H, the only free parameters
for the problem in its new non-dimensional form. Using these
particular variables one sees that for the Hertzian problem
of contact between two smooth spherical bodies (G=0), the
(23)
(24)
(25)
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pressure distribution also is not a function of CF and H.
p(r) = (1-r )1/2 r<l (26)
The radius of contact in this case is
r =1
c
Thus by choosing this particular method to non-
dimensionalize the problem, one fixes the solution to the
Hertzian problem regardless of load, radius of curvature,
etc. and then is able to examine departures from this one
curve due to the presence of asperities.
2.1.2 Solution
The solution is as follows: A first guess is
made of p(r) and placed into (23). This first guess is
the Hertzian distribution (26). The resultant y(r) is sub-
stituted into (24) along with a guess for y0. The calculated
p(r) is placed into (25) and sO is adjusted until the inte-
gration yields a load equal to 0.5. The accepted tolerance
is one percent. This final p(r) is compared to the first
guess and if they do not agree within a prescribed range
(1%) a new guess of p(r) is made which is a weighted average
of the original estimate and the result from (24). A flow
diagram is given in Figure 15.
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It was found that a particularly efficient way of
converging on the correct value of y0 was to use the following:
-= C a load calculated
(y ) = (y0 ). + log -e log e(true load)0 i1 12f using (y0)i
= y0i+ 2log rp(r) dr log (.5)
- 0
The above iterative scheme was incorporated into a FORTRAN IV
program and run on an IBM 360/65. Convergence was achieved,
if at all, within five complete iterations.
2.1.3 Results
An example of the results that one can achieve
is shown in Figure 16 where p(r) is given against r for
various values of a at one particular H. A different choice
of H would produce a different family of curves. It should
be noted that the behavior that was predicted by Figure 4 is
substantiated and one finds an increase in rc and subsequent
decrease in p(0) with an increase in -a. Presumably this
will affect hc(r) and, consequently, the overall thermal
resistance-of the interface.
A natural question to ask is: if various pressure
distributions, resulting from different pairs of a and H,
1111=0110MI9111W
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are coir ared, how close will the distributions be to each
other throughout the range of~ r if they are chosen so as to
agree at r = 0? That is, given that
p1 (0) = p2 (0)
then will
Intuitively one expects the agreement to be good since the
curves start at the same level at r = 0, have the same
slope at ,r = 0 (symmetry of the problem), have the same
area underneath them (equation (25)), and probably have the
same general shape Can exponential-type decay as opposed to
a sharp cut-off). No attempt was made to determine if they
agree in a precise mathematical sense, but through observa-
tions of various sets of solutions it was found that the
pressure distributions do indeed agree with each other
over their range if their centerline values agree. An
example is shown in the table below. It was somewhat
difficult to pick a priori a set of a and H which would
precisely yield a particular P(0), so some tolerance was
accepted for comparison.
MM11. WIN
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6.60 9.3 11.0
H 10. 100. 1Q00.
r pCr) (r) p(r)
0 .801 .806 .801
.2 .788 .792 .787
.4 .736 .737 .731
.6 .656 .652 .644
.8 .547 .540 .530
1.0 .408 .406 .395
1.2 .283 .280 .271
1.4 .168 .169 .163
1.6 .082 .087 .085
1.8 .031 .037 .037
2.0 .009 .013 .014
Considering the allowed tolerances during the iterative
solution, the agreement is excellent.
The above allows one to conclude that all one
needs to determine p(r) is P(0) which is, in itself,
uniquely determined from a and H. The relationship between
a, H, and PCO) can be determined from the iterative procedure
mentioned above. Figures 17 and 18 show this relationship
in two different ways. It should be noted that either graph
could be used to reconstruct the other.
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A reasonable choice of physical variables indicate
that the expected range of H (or H*) is
100 < H < 1000
and from Figures 17 and 18 it can be seen that in this range
p(0) is a strong function of a and a weak function of H.
Therefore a further conclusion might be that the hardness
CH or H*) of the asperities has little effect on the final
pressure distribution and the assumption that the asperities
deform plastically is not a critical one.
A variable of interest is the radius of contact,
r . Because of the conclusions drawn above, the radius of
contact can be considered a function of the centerline
pressure, P(0), only. The minimum value of rc is when the
roughness is zero or when P(0) = 1.5. At this value rc = ah
and rc = 1. Since the pressure distribution for a #0 falls
off in an exponential-like decay rather than in a sharp drop as
it does for a = 0, there is no definite point where one can
say that pCr c 0. One must, instead, define the radius
of contact in an arbitrary manner much like that in which
the thickness of a boundary layer is defined. The criterion
used here is to define the radius of contact as the radius
at which the pressure is a certain percentage of the center-
line pressure. Three levels are considered: ten, five, and
one percent. In Figure 19 the relationship between rc and
AT 21
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p(0) i, shown for these three levels. One sees that a fifty
percent drop in pCO) leads to an eighty percent increase in
~c (at the 5% level) and, therefore, over a two hundred
percent increase in the area of contact.
2.1.4 Discussion and Summary
In the introduction it was mentioned that the
problem of a rough spherical contact had been considered
before E62,75,68]; but, because of the non-dimensional
variables which were chosen, the published results could not
be used for any arbitrary set of parameters. While the
effect was demonstrated, each change in governing parameters
required a new solution. The main contribution here is that
all necessary information is reduced to two figures: one
such as Figure 17 or 18 which shows the relationship between
P(0) and a and H, and one such as Figure 20 which is a
"master" graph and which shows the relationship between
p(r) and (0). By choosing the proper p(0) from Figure 17
or 18 for a prescribed a and H, one can determine the rest
of the pressure distribution, p(r), from Figure 20.
Consider the following example:
Assume a wavy surface in the shape of a sinusoid of the
form
y = A sinCfXl
The radius of curvature at a summit is
R = 1
Af 2
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Furtheistore assume that the peak-to-trough height is 50-10-6
inches/inch or
A = 25-10-6 inches
f = 2Tr cycles/inch
In this case R = 10 inches and
R R2
1 2
If the material is steel, then
E = 30-10 psi
v = .3
H = 3-105 psi
and
E = 51.7-106
MMMIW vmilllffifi
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If the applied load is 1000 pounds then
ah = .283 inches
pO = 4000 psi
H = 75
If a = 32-10-6 inches, then
a = 1.46
and if a = 150-10-6 inches, then
a = 6.85
From Figure 17 we see that
p(0) = 1.3
p(0) = .9
at a = 1.46
at a = 6.8 5
We can, therefore, predict the pressure distribution, p(r),
using Figure 20. For example we see that
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32-10-6 in.
1.46
(r)
1.3
1.13
.39
0
0
150-10-6 in.
6. 85
SCr)
.9
.78
.44
.10
We can use Figure 19 to find that
a P(0) rc 1% c 5% !; 10%
1.46
6.85
1.3
.9
1.28
1.87
1.20
1.63
1.14
1.50
It is seen from the above that the effect of the
roughness is significant for values of waviness and roughness
which are common in manufactured products.
Although the non-dimensional variables used here
present, for the most part, a clear and general picture of
the problem, it is difficult with them to immediately see
the effect that the changing of the load has on the pressure
distribution, radius of contact, etc. One observes that
0.
.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
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a h c Fl/3
p0 c Fl/3
H 1C
F"
3
A change in F will produce a weak change in H. Since the
results here are not strongly dependent on H in the first
placeone can ignore any effect of F on H without too much
error in the final result. Then, from Figure 17, a decrease
in F which causes an increase in a, brings about a decrease
in p(0). From either Figure 19 or 20 one sees that the
original decrease in F which causes a decrease in p(O) also
increases rc. But since
c
r c = ahrc
and since a decrease in F causes a decrease in ah it is
uncertain how the product of these two variables changes
and, therefore, how the actual radius of contact changes.
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This section has shown
Ca) how in the contact of two rough spherically shaped
surfaces the behavior can be described by two
parameters, a and H;
Cb) how the centerline pressure, pCO), determines the
remainder of the pressure curve TCF) with good
engineering accuracy;
Cc) how PCO) is a strong function of a, a weak function
of H, and not a function of any other parameter;
(d) and how for reasonable values of material properties
and loads the effect of roughness on the pressure
distribution can be significant.
In the following sections the above procedure
will be repeated for disks with and without center holes.
After this is done the resulting information on pressure
distributions for the different models will be converted
into data on contact conductance and the total thermal
resistance of certain joints will be presented.
NOW",
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2.2 Contact of Two Plates without Holes
2.2.1 lModel
The model used for the contact of two plates
which do not have a center hole is the contact of two disks
of finite radius and finite thickness as shown in Figure 6.
It is assumed that
(a) the disks deform elastically;
(b) asperities deform plastically;
(c) asperity height distribution above a mean plane is
Gaussian;
(d) asperity contact is normal with no tangential
component;
(e) the contact Ci.e., pressure distribution and defor-
mation) will be symmetric about an axis through the
center of the area in contact;
(f) both disks have the same dimensions, material
characteristics and loading distribution.
As mentioned before, no solution to the elastic
deformation of a disk with finite radius exists in the litera-
ture. The method used here to find such a solution is an
infinite Fourier-Bessel series technique. A detailed
description is given in the Appendix and only a brief outline
of the procedure is presented below to indicate the general
nature of the solution.
Fourier series analysis is used successfully in
the solution of the Laplacian
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V2T = 0
in potential field problems because it is relatively easy to
pick the final solution, save for constants, out of the
family of possible solutions. This is largely because there
is only one condition to satisfy at any boundary. A problem
in elasticity, however, requires the solution to a biharmonic
equation,
V4$ = 0
The biharmonic not only introduces a larger family of solutions
from which to choosebut it also requires two conditions to
be satisfied at each boundary. The sum effect is to make it
difficult if not impossible for one to choose out of the
available solutions the particular one which will satisfy the
given boundary conditions, of which there are eight in an
axially-symmetric problem. It is not difficult, however, to
choose a solution which will satisfy four boundary conditions,
two of which are on the same axis and are a homogeneous pair.
The technique used with multiple Fourier-Bessel series is to
divide the problem into parts where only four boundary con-
ditions are required. By superposition the sections are
reunited into the original problem. Further explanation and
an example are found in the Appendix along with the solutions
to various problems used in this paper.
11OHMEMMINIAMI
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Suffice it to say that one can obtain solutions in
the form
CD
az =a 0 + an 1(r,z) + bmf 2(r,z) + ...
n=1 m=1
The first term, a0, is the zeroeth term and is the average
value of the unknown Ce.g., a z). The remaining series are
the Fourier-Bessel expansions which have an average value of
zero in the homogeneous direction. In the body of this report,
the solutions are presented in shortened parametric forms,
the full expansions of which can be found in the Appendix.
There are two possible areas of difficulty in using
an infinite series solution to the elastic problem: if con-
vergence is not rapid a numerical result will be difficult
and expensive to get; and, since the infinite series used
here are superpositions of oscillating functions, a numerical
result will be in the form of an oscillation superimposed on
the average value. The larger the number of terms, the greater
the frequency of oscillation. A deflection calculated with
such an infinite series, for example, would not predict a
smooth continuous surface but a wavy one. Thus when one
introduced the presence of asperities, the mathematics would
not recognize the waviness as a spurious oscillation but
would consider it as a true representation of the surface.
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Both. these problems can be overcome by using
truncation terms, tn, in a finite series so that one would
have
N
z = a 0 + tnanf 1(r,z) + ...
n=1
instead of the original infinite series. Since the average
value of each term in the series is zero in the homogeneous
direction, the truncation term does not alter the average
value, a0, of the variable - here a z. The truncation term
allows one to use only N terms in the series and dampens out
the oscillations by decreasing the effect of higher frequency
terms. The net result is to make the predictions as smooth
and continuous mathematically as they are physically. The
truncation terms are discussed further in the Appendix and
in [88].
With the above in mind, one can state that for
the problem shown in Figure 6, the governing equations are:
(a) deformation of solid disks
wrr = F r0 0 0 r,~ )
= 7 8 9 
(27)
MMM 11IMMINIIIIIIIIN1191111
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Cb) pressure distribution at asperities
.cJO+2r(T)pCT) erfc (
2 Zig7
(c) and for load
-a -2
rp(r)d-r =2
The above are written directly in non-dimensional
form. The variables are
F
p0 = 2POr 2
p0O
r 
r C
r b
r
-T H
P0
28)
29)
aE
bp
0
Y0E
Y bpo
r = wE
W bp 0
r0 0
The difference in the non-dimensional variables between the
above and that used before is that the radial variables are
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divided by the disk thickness rather than the contact radius.
Also, in equation C28) the factor "2" appears because w(r)
is the deflection for one plate only.
The above set of equations is solved in exactly
the same way as was done for the spherical surfaces. However,
rather than present the solutions at this point as was done
in the previous section, the midplane stress of a disk, the
classical solution to the contact problem, will be discussed.
2.2.2 Midplane Stress
The midplane stress of a disk of thickness 2b has
been used before as the interfacial pressure distribution for
the contact of two smooth disks of thickness b each [79,80].
It was shown by Gould 183] that this approximation overesti-
mates the actual radius of contact. It is useful, however,
to examine the midplane stress distribution so that one can
compare published results with those calculated here, thus
indicating the accuracy of the methods used here. One can
also investigate behavior common to the contact problem without
the complexity of the contact problem since an effect that is
appreciable to one should be appreciable to the other.
For the model shown in Figure 21a and the boundary
conditions
at z = ±b az = -p0 0<r<r0
az = 0 r 0 <r<a
1 1NOWN10111111A hil 1111A
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rZ
= 0
r = 0 stresses finite
r = a
T
rz
r
= o
the midplane stress is
a
z
P0
-. Z
-2
a
1(rEi 0 ) + -C-,)1 2
If one neglects the boundary condition
at r = a Cr = 0
the midplane stress then becomes
a
z
zP0
-2
r 0
a- + 0 (riar0
a 3
(31)
As is shown in the Appendix, at large a equation (31) is
equivalent to those equations used in 179,80] which were
derived using Hankel transforms for a disk of infinite radius.
(30)
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If one compares the results for large a from C30) or (31) to
those published, one can estimate the accuracy of the multiple
series method us-ed in this report. Fortunately,access was
had to the computed numerical output used in E80]. The
agreement between (30) and the data from E8o] is excellent.
This is, of course, to be expected since at large a (30) is
equivalent to the formula used in 180]. Figure 22 shows the
midplane stress distribution for various values of r0 when a
is sufficiently larger than r0 as to be considered infinite.
Just how much larger this must be will be discussed later.
An immediate observation made from Figure 22 is that
the curves for i0 = 2 and r0 = 3 are remarkably similar and
seem to be linear translations of each other over a wide
range. It was found by comparing different numerical solu-
tions that for r0>2 the curves for different r0 are similar
for r>r0 - 1. The stress distribution in this range is
shown in Figure 23. For values of r0>2, therefore, one can
reconstruct the midplane stress distribution without resorting
to equations such as (30) or (31).
Another observation is that if one draws a tangent
to the curve at r = r0 and then extends this tangent so that
it intersects the abscissa, one has an estimate of the radius
of contact for the actual case of two contacting disks which
is close to that predicted by Gould 183]. The prediction is
rc = r0 + 0.65 (32)
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which compares favorably to that obtained in 183],
rc = r + 0.50 (19)
Thus an estimate can be made of the contact area from the
midplane stress curve by not only neglecting the tensile
stress zone but by also ignoring the flairing of the distri-
bution immediately before this zone.
A question asked earlier was how much greater does
a have to be than r0 for the disk to be considered to be of
infinite radius? Or, stated in a different manner, for a
fixed r0, how does a /p0 change as a increases? For a = r0
the pressure distribution is trivial: a /P 0 = -l. For
a>>r0 the pressure distribution is like that shown in Figure
23. How the transition occurs from one to another is shown
in Figure 24. It is assumed that any r0 can be chosen to
investigate the effect of changing a and the results will
be common to all values of r0 (except possibly for very small
ones which are not of much practical interest). The parti-
cular one used here for comparison is r0  1.
As is shown in Figure 24, when
a > 4r0
no further change occurs to the midplane pressure distribution
in the entire range. When
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a > 2.5r 0
no further change occurs in the region where the stress is
compressive: i.e., all differences between curves for
different values of a are in the region of tensile stress.
Thus one can assume that if a > 4r0,the disk may be considered
to be of infinite extent and any boundary condition at the
edge r = a can be ignored. If a is large enough, therefore,
one can use equation (31) in calculating the midplane stress
rather than equation (30), which is the exact solution. -Since
equation (30) has two infinite series whose coefficients must
be solved for simultaneously and since equation (31) has just
one series with no need for simultaneous solution of coeffi-
cients, it is both more convenient and less expensive to use
(31).
The last conclusion to be drawn from the work done
on the midplane stress is that Poisson's ratio does not affect
the stress distribution in any way. This can be seen from
(30) and (31) which are not influenced at all by v.
The conclusions drawn, then, from the study of
midplane stress distribution of a disk of thickness 2b are:
(a) the methods used here to solve the elastic deforma-
tion of a thick disk of finite radius are accurate;
Cb) an estimate of the contact area can be made by
extending a tangent from the curve at r = r0 to the
abscissa;
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(c) for r0 > 2 and for large a, midplane stress distri-
butions for different r0 are merely linear transla-
tions of each other;
(d) if i > 4r0 the boundary conditions specified at
r = a can be ignored without error and the simpler
governing equation can be used;
(e) Poisson's ratio, v, does not affect the midplane
stress distribution.
Now that the classical single-body contact model
has been examined, we shall return to the two-body model,
Figure 6.
2.2.3 Solution
The solution to the contact of two disks where
the roughness is allowed to alter the pressure distribution
is achieved using the same procedure as was done for the
spherical surfaces. The flow diagram given in Figure 15
can be used here with the substitution of equation numbers
(2T), (28), and (29) for (23), (24), and (25). The same
algorithm is used to calculate yO'
Some difficulty is encountered, however, in the
solution for the disks which is not found in the case of
the spherical surfaces. In the latter there is an original
curvature to the surfaces which rapidly enlarges the gap
between the two bodies and quickly reduces the chances for
asperity contact at any appreciable distance from the original
radius of contact. In the former the gap is relatively
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narrow ,ith no original curvature to superimpose on the de-
flection. Thus the effect of the asperities is more pro-
nounced than that found with the spheres, and any oscilla-
tions which occur during the
out. When iterating for the
it becomes important to choo
distribution and the proper
quent estimates of pressure
Otherwise the proc
guess a p(r) and substitute
deflection, w(r), and place
into (28); adjust the y0 in
satisfies (29); and finally,
solution take longer to die
contact between the two disks,
se the proper initial stress
weighting parameter for subse-
distributions.
edure is the same as before:
it into (27); take the subsequent
that along with a guess for y0
(28) until the P(F) it predicts
compare this p(r) with the
original and, if different, take the weighted average and
start again. A computer program written in FORTRAN IV for
the IBM 360/65 which will perform the above is listed in
the Appendix.
2.2.4 Results
Unlike with spherical surfaces, all data concerning
the contact problem of two disks cannot be expressed by one
master graph. There are too many governing parameters: a
and H as before and now r0 and a. Physically, though, one
can expect a to be much greater than r0 ; and, from the con-
clusions drawn in the previous section on midplane stress,
one can treat the disk radius as infinite and no longer
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consider it a variable in the problem. This leaves a., H,
and r0. Unfortunately no further reduction can be made.
For one particular r0 one can plot the pressure
distribution for various values of a at one H. By changing
H and comparing two different distributions caused by dif-
ferent values of a and H but having the same centerline
pressure, p(o), one again sees that the distributions match.
One can then plot p(0) versus a for different values of H
and observe that p(0) is, as before, a strong function of
a and a weak function of H. Since p(r) is determined solely
from p(0), one can plot Fc versus p(0) for different percent-
age levels. This is all the same as was done before except
now it has to be repeated for each value of r0 '
Data for three values of r0 are shown in subsequent
graphs: r0 = 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. In Figures 25, 26, and 27
the change in pressure distribution with changing a is shown
at one value of H. There is no data for the contact of two
smooth disks without holes as there is for spherical surfaces
or for disks with holes [83]. But estimates can be made
using the conclusions drawn from the midplane stress curves
given in section 2.2.2. These are shown in the figures as
dashed lines and serve as a rough guide to the effect that
roughness has on the distribution.
The immediate observation made is that the effect
of roughness on disks is much more pronounced than that
already shown for the spheres (Figure 16). This is to be
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expected since the original curvature of the spheres draws
the two surfaces apart quickly and removes any possibility
for contact. It should also be noted that the range of a
which influences the distribution changes markedly for each
r 0  for r = 0.5 it is 0.1 < a < 1.0; for ro = 1.0 it is
1.0 < a < 10; and for r0 2.0 it is 10 < a < 100. Again
this is not unexpected since a larger r0 implies a thinner
plate. A thinner plate has greater deformation and requires,
therefore, a larger asperity height to cause the needed
interference.
These three figures are all for a specific value
of H. If one recomputes the stress distributions for other
values of H and then compares two curves with the same value
of centerline pressure, p(0), but not necessarily the same
values of a and H, one finds here as with the spherical
surfaces that the distributions lie on each other. That is,
if
i (0) = p 2 ( 0 )
then for all r
Following the same procedure as before, one can graphically
illustrate the relationship between CO), J, and H. This
ro=
b
H
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relationship is shown in Figures 28, 29, and 30. Since it
is found again that P(G) is a strong function of a and a
weak one of H, only one representative value of H is used
in each figure, H = 100. In Figure 29 (that for r= 1.0),
however, the p(0) - a curve for H = 10 is also shown so as
to demonstrate how the behavior here does parallel that
shown in Figure 17 for the spherical surfaces.
Since a and H determine p(0) uniquely and since
p(O) determines pr), one can again plot the radius of contact,
rc, versus PCO) without any other parameters. For the same
reasons as those discussed before, the contact radius is
arbitarily defined at three levels: where p( c) is 10% of
P(0), 5% of p(0), and 1% of P(0). The results are shown in
Figures 31, 32, and 33. The same general behavior is shown
here as in Figure 19 for spherical surfaces except that in
the case of two disks the curves separate from each other
much more rapidly as P(0) decreases than they did for spheres.
This is, again, because of the greater influence that the
asperities have in the gap between the disks than in the
gap between the spherical surfaces.
In section 2.1.4 an example was given to demonstrate
how the results there could be used. The procedure here is
the same. If one had r0 = 1 for example, one would calculate
o and H and go to Figure 29 to find the centerline pressure.
With this value of (0), one can go to Figure 32 for rc and
to Figure 26 for p(r). The latter can be used as a master
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graph regardless of the labels on the individual curves as
long as the curve with the proper p(O) is chosen.
2.2.5 Summary
These previous sections have shown that the effect
of asperities on the contact of two disks without holes is
similar to the effect on the contact of two spherical surfaces.
In the former, however, it is much more pronounced and the
radius of contact for the disks increases with increasing
roughness at a greater rate than it would for the spheres.
This, itself, has significance for the thermal contact
problem for it is precisely this increase in rc which is
of importance.
It was also shown how the elastic deformation
solution used in this report can be considered as being
accurate if it is compared to existing data in the literature
and it was also shown how various parameters such as Poisson's
ratio influence the final result.
One difference between the information presented
here and that given earlier for spheres is that an extra
parameter, r0, is needed. This leads to a family of curves
rather than the single one used before. This is mostly just
an inconvenience, however, and the basic behavior remains
the same.
The next section will repeat the procedure followed
for the spherical surfaces and for the disks without holes,
but this time for the contact of two disks with center holes.
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2.3 G ftact of Two Plates with Center Holes
2.3.1 Model
The model used for the contact of two plates with
a center hole is the contact of two disks (with center hole)
of finite radius and finite thickness as shown in Figure 7.
It is assumed that
(a) the disks deform elastically;
(b) asperities deform plastically;
(c) asperity height distribution above a mean plane is
Gaussian;
(d) asperity contact is normal with no tangential component;
(e) the contact (i.e., pressure distribution and deforma-
tion) will be symmetric about an axis through the
center of the area in contact;
(f) both disks have the same dimensions, material char-
acteristics and loading distribution.
Again, no solution for the elastic deformation of
the disks exists and the multiple infinite series technique
described before is used. The boundary conditions are
at z = b az p0  c<r<r 0
az = 0 r0 <r<a
Trz =0
at z = 0 aZ -p(r)
Trz 
=0
101100111111
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at r = c a
r
Trz
r = a r
Trz
=0
=0
0
=0
The desired result is the deflection at z = 0 due to the
applied pressure, p(r). As before, it will be assumed
that a >> r0 and that all boundary conditions at r = a
can be ignored. It will also be assumed that the
boundary condition
at r = c ar =
can be ignored. This is done for expediency's sake and the
error involved will be discussed later.
The governing equations are, then,
(a) deformation of solid disks
G~~~~~r)~~V = p FF,,,() FF,,,cr)J (33)
114 15
(b) pressure distribution at asperities
e 0 +2 l(r)
erf c (28)_ g2
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(c) and for load
a -2 -2
-- - r0 - c
rp(r)dr = 2 (34)2 (d
- c
The same non-dimensional variables are used here
as were used in 2.2 with the addition of
c cc- bC b
A digression will be made here, as was done pre-
viously, to study the midplane stress so as to gain insight
into the overall problem.
2.3.2 Midplane Stress
Here we examine the midplane stress of a disk of
thickness 2b. As with the disks with no center holes, this
stress has been used before as an estimate of the interfacial
pressure distribution in smooth two-body contact problems.
For the body shown in Figure 21b and the boundary conditions
at z = ±b a = -p0  c<r<r0
a = 0 r0<r<a
T 0
rz
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at r = c a r 0
T rz
the midplane stress is
-2 -2
az 
r_0____
-p = -2 -2 +( , 0 3 ~ 0 , 3 , ) ( 3 5 )0 a -c 10 11
z=0
Note that the boundary conditions at r = a have not been
used. It has been tacitly assumed that a is sufficiently
greater than r0 (i.e., >4r 0) so that the outer edge may
be assumed to be at infinity. This is physically reasonable.
Results from (35) are compared to data in the
literature, notably the work of Gould [83], Bradley [84],
and Fernlund [87]. The first two solve for the midplane
stress using a finite element analysis; the latter uses a
technique similar to that used here but somewhat less
rigorous in application. Agreement between the results
computed here from (35) and those from [83] and [84] are
excellent (see Figures 34 and 35); agreement with that
from [87] is poor. This is because the boundary conditions
at r = c are ignored in [87] while they are satisfied in
the others. More on this will be discussed later.
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Another parameter, the hole radius, has been added
to those used before. Rather than consider all possible
combinations of hole radii and load radii, three specific
values of c are used: c = 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25. In Figures
36, 37, and 38 the midplane stress as calculated from (35)
is shown for these values of c. The general behavior is
much like that shown in Figure 22 for disks with no holes.
If one extends the tangent to the curves at the
load radius, r0, to the abscissa, one observes that the
estimated radius of contact for values of r0 > 0.5 is
rc = r + 0.5c0 (36)
which is exactly that predicted in 183] for smooth two-body
contact. One can, therefore, use the modified midplane
stress distribution as a rough guide to the pressure dis-
tribution in the two-body problem.
Another observation to be made is that for large
r~0 the results for a disk with a center hole approach those
for a disk without a center hole. This is not unreasonable
since the effect of the presence of the hole will die out
with increasing radius. The effect of the load is felt in
the region immediately after its furthest extent, r0 ' if
~0 is far enough removed from Cthe two effects will not be
superimposed upon each other. In that case the presence of
the hole can be ignored.
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At the beginning of this section the boundary
conditions which lead to (35) were listed. It was noted
then that the conditions at r = a were ignored. If one
also ignores the boundary condition
at r = c = 0
one gets for the midplane stress, instead of C35),
-2 -2
-_ =- r2 -c2 + (Ir 0,ca) (37)
p0 E=0 a - 10z=0
Since this has one infinite series, no simultaneous solution
of equations is needed in order to find the Fourier-Bessel
coefficients. One also sees that results from (37) agree
closely with those from Fernlund [87] and disagree with
those exact solutions presented earlier. As is expected the
disagreement is in the region immediate to the hole. From
(37)
d0
dr z i~ r=0
where from C35) one sees that
d- (a )I 0dr z r=c
- lo4 -
Thus the dropping of the boundary condition leads one to
force the stress distribution to have a zero slope at the
hole edge rather than its normal slope. Figure 39 shows an
example as calculated from (37) and from [87] and the true
distribution as given by (35).
The reason for introducing (37) is two-fold:
first to explain the disagreement to Fernlund's data (which
is done above) and secondly to justify the dropping of this
particular boundary condition in further work. The ultimate
goal in this report is to see how the pressure distribution
changes with the presence of asperities and, in doing so,
how the contact conductance changes. The most critical
region for this purpose is the outermost one in the neighbor-
hood of rc. This is the region which goes from zero conduc-
tance to a finite conductance when asperities are considered.
However small the conductance might be, in a typical case
(Figure 53) it allows a short cut for the heat to travel to
avoid the bulk material in the center. As can be seen from
Figure 39, the disagreement in this region, between (36)
and (37), the "exact" and "approximate", is not great. It
is only near the center, which is relatively unimportant
for our needs, that the difference is substantial. There-
fore, for the purposes of this thesis, the dropping of the
boundary condition at the hole is not critical even though
it might be so in other circumstances: for example, in an
investigation of the maximum stress point near the hole.
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One might also consider that the boundary condition
of zero normal stress in the hole may not be an accurate de-
scription of the conditions in the hole in the first place
since there may be shear or compressive forces due to the
bolt, for example. This further reduces the importance of
this particular boundary condition.
The work, then, on the midplane stress has shown
the same general behavior evidenced previously and has demon-
strated the effect of ignoring the normal stress in the hole
when calculating interfacial pressure distributions. It was
also shown that an estimate of contact radius for smooth
two-body contact could be made using the midplane stress
solutions and that this estimate agreed with that from [83].
2.3.3 Solution
The three governing equations for the contact of
two disks with a center hole (Figure 7) are: (33), deforma-
tion of the disks; (28), pressure distribution at the asper-
ities; and C34), total load. As mentioned before, (33)
ignores the boundary condition of zero normal stress within
the hole and assumes that a >> ~0 so that any boundary
condition at the outer edge can be ignored. The justification
for both assumptions has been discussed earlier.
Again the flow diagram given in Figure 15 can be
used to arrive at a compatible set of wCr), p(r), and y0 '
Equations C33), (28), and (34) are substituted for (23),
(24), and C25) respectively. The same difficulties arise
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in the olution as those discussed in section 2.2.3 for
the disks with no center hole. A computer program which
will perform the proper iteration sequence is listed in the
Appendix.
2.3.4 Results
In order to describe the interfacial pressure
distribution for spherical surfaces, one needs two parameters,
and H; for disks with no holes, three: a, H, and r0 (-
being ignored). In the present case for disks with center
holes one needs four parameters: a, H, r0, and c. As before,
only one H is considered since it has such a weak influence
on the final result. Rather than attempting to present data
for many combinations of a, r0 , and c,only three sets of r0
and c are used. These are all physically reasonable values
and lie within the range of practical interest. Results
from Gould 183] are used for the zero-roughness distributions.
In Figures 40, 41, and 42 the same behavior as
seen before is shown. As with the disks with no hole,
different ranges of F affect the final distribution for
different sets of r0 and c. The non-dimensional load is
S- c and as this value increases, the a needed to change
the pressure distribution increases. Since the normal stress
at the holes is not accounted for in the solution, all the
pCr)-curves have zero slope at the hole wall. This is
incorrect, of course, and a more exact estimate might be
made by extending the linear portion of the curve (in the
neighborhood of r=r0) directly back to the ordinate.
MMM MIMIPNINIIMMAI
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In the previous two models it was noted that the
centerline pressure determines the rest of the curve: i.e.,
knowing pCO), one knew p(r) for all r. Here, of course,
there is no "centerline" and one has to use another reference
point. The first one that comes to mind is the hole edge,
r = c, and one does find that for various values of a and
H the distributions will match if the pressure at the hole
edge matches. Therefore if PCE) is known, p(r) is known.
But since the s-olutions are developed with an assumption
that causes an error in the curve in the region immediate
to the hole, it would be better to choose another reference
point. A logical one is the load radius, r At this
distance from the hole the approximate profile has almost
joined the exact one (see Figure 39). The disadvantage in
using r0 as the reference point is that the separation
between curves is less here than at the hole edge and
possibility of error is greater. Figures 43, 44, and 45
show p(r 0) versus a. While these curves strictly pertain
to one H, they can be extended over the range with little
error.
Here, as before, the radius of contact is a func-
tion only of one point on the pressure distribution, p(r0 *
By defining the contact radius at different levels, one can
again show the change in contact radius with decreasing
pC 0 ) and, therefore, with increasing roughness. The curves
shown in Figures 46, 47, and 48 behave much in the same
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manner as those given for the previous two models. Unlike
the previous two models, however, the reference point used
is not the innermost one but the load radius, r0. This is
consistent with the previous sets of data.
2.3.5 Summary
All the information developed in this section
parallels that presented before. With the model described
in 2.3.1 it was shown that increasing the roughness (here
J) does have a substantial effect on the pressure distribu-
tion and the radius of contact. The midplane stress for a
disk with a center hole was investigated and results were
found which agree with data in the literature developed
with numerical techniques. An approximate solution was also
presented which ignored the boundary condition of zero normal
stress within the hole. The results from this solution fell
below those from the exact one in the region immediate to
the hole but at and beyond the load radius, r0, the two
sollutions produced similar results. The midplane stress
solutions also enabled one to predict r c for the smooth
two-body contact problem which agreed with that in the
literature.
Specific values of r0 and c were chosen and the
same type of curves were generated for these as was done
before: the pressure distribution for different values of
roughness; the reference point pressure, p(r0 ), for a
particular value of H at varying a; and the contact radius
at different reference pressures.
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At the end of these three sections, then, one has
the pressure distribution, p(r), as a function of the various
parameters governing each particular model. Using equation
(3) one can now predict the local contact conductance at the
interface. Knowing h Cr) one can calculate the entire
thermal resistance of the particular system. In section 3
this is what is done.
Before proceding to that, however, some experimental
observations corroborating the conclusions drawn in this
chapter will be presented.
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2.4 Experimental Observations
This section describes the experimental work done on
bolted disks. The basic difficulty in measuring the con-
tact in a bolted joint is to avoid disturbing the contact
with the measuring devices. Traditionally in smooth, two-
body contact, there are two parameters of interest which
are to be measured: the radius of contact, rc, and the
pressure distribution, p(r). The most common way of mea-
suring either of them is with penetrating oil with or
without an intermediate substance to act as a capillary
medium [53,59,87]. Agreement with theory using this method
has been claimed to be good. The theories used, however,
are approximate and in the best of the three [87], the
agreement with the exact solution near the hole is not
good. Thus one might conclude that these experiments with
the oil would be useful in predicting the general trend
of the distribution but not useful for calculating actual
numerical values. There is, after all, the hydrostatic
effect of the oil between the plates and no estimate of
its influence on the pressure distribution has yet been
made.
A better way, perhaps, to measure the interfacial
pressure distribution is through photoelasticity. This
guarantees that no foreign material which could influence
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the distribution is placed in the interface. This method
was used successfully in [84] but it was felt that the
accuracy in determining the pressure distribution was no
better than 10-15%. It was also found to be impossible
to measure the radius of contact using this method. A
further disadvantage is that only one type of material
can be used in a photoelastic experiment.
Common to all techniques which attempt to measure the
interfacial pressure distribution is the lack of knowledge
of the load distribution in actual practice. All the the-
ory presented in this paper (and others also) assumes that
the load is constant up to a given radius and then zero
afterwards. In an actual experiment, especially where a
torqued bolt is used, it is doubtful that one can predict
apriori what the distribution will be. And, to measure
the load distribution involves the same problems as does
measuring the interfacial one. Therefore with any of the
techniques suggested to date, it would be difficult, if
not impossible, to measure the interfacial pressure dis-
tribution with any precision.
In measuring the radius of contact one can avoid dis-
turbing the original distribution even with the penetrat-
ing oil technique. But this is subject again to the vagar-
ies of the actual load distribution, soak time, capillary
flow in the narrow gap, etc. Another way of measuring the
WIN
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radius of contact is to take the two disks in contact and
rotate them (about the axis of the bolt) with respect to
each other. Where they are in contact they will rub;
where they are not in contact, they will not. The tran-
sition from one region to the other is the radius of con-
tact. The worn area is visible and can be measured. Or,
if one of the plates is made to be radioactive, the radio-
active material transferred to the other plate by rubbing
can be recorded photographically. In either case the
radius of contact can be measured. This was done in [83]
and the results were consistent with the theoretical work
done there. Again, since the load distribution is not
known exactly, one cannot expect to arrive at a precise
value for r c but just confirm the general behavior.
The experimental work done in this report uses the
rubbing technique described in [83]. It is limited to
demonstrating the overall effect on contact radius that
the asperities have and not to arriving at a precise value
of r c. Since, theoretically, the pressure distribution
in the presence of asperities never gets to zero, there
is no radius of contact as such. Before, when dealing
with the theoretical curves, one defined the radius of
contact at different pressure levels: e.g., rc=r where
p(r)=1Op(O). In the rubbing experiment, then, one might
expect to see wear marks on the entire surface of the
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disks but with decreasing frequency as one got further
out on the radius away from the center hole. This is in
contrast to the sharply defined contact area for the
disks when the surfaces were smooth.
The disks used in the rubbing tests are made from
304 stainless steel and are four inches in diameter. The
hole radius is in the neighborhood of 1/8 inch and the
thicknesses used are 0.117", 0.250", and 0.304". The
actual disk dimensions in nondimensional terms are
disk pair a c
number
1 17.1 1.128
2 8.0 0.512
3 6.6 0.424
The disks were first machined and then annealed.
After annealing they were ground flat to 0.0002 inches
and then lapped flat to better than 10-10-6 inches.
After lapping it was found that the roughness as measured
on a Talysurf was
C.L.A. = 5-10-6 inches
or, for each disk,
a = 7.26-l0-6 inches
WIM111911"."W11111 ININ11111j,11 I A., J.", 11
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Material properties of the disks are
E = 29-10+6 psi
H = 26.7-10+4 psi (Vickers)
Each disk was fastened to its mate and joined through the
hole by a 1/4-20 bolt. Cylinders were placed on the bolt
on either side of the disks. These were of greater radius
than the TEFLON® washers to insure as uniform a load over
the washers as possible. Compliant washers were used so
that any irregularities that might arise between cylinder
and disks would die out. Figure 49 shows the experimental
setup.
The apparatus described in [83] was used to insure
that the disks do not turn with respect to each other
while the nuts are tightened to a specified torque. The
torque on the nut was translated into a load on the bolt
b-y use of a chart developed with Belleville washers. A
Belleville washer is a spring in the shape of a washer
where the outer rim is in a different plane than the
inner. Upon compression the washer flattens out. The
force-deflection curve for a particular washer is known
so if one measures the deflection caused by a particular
torque, one knows the torque-force relationship. The
particular washer used was Associated Spring Corporation
Belleville washer #B1000-073. It was found in a series
of experiments that the results were repeatable.
Cro
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
FIG.49
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After turning the disks with respect to each other,
the nuts were loosened and the interface was visually
examined for the extent of wear. At first the experiments
were done for the smooth, two-body contact problem to
verify the general procedure. Afterward they were repeated
for disks with roughened surfaces.
It was expected that for the case of roughened sur-
faces it would be difficult to see the wear marks on the
disk surface and that some method of enhancing these
traces would be needed. It was found that if one covered
one of the two disks with a dye the traces would show even
under the lightest of loads. The dye used was Dykem Steel
Blue, the dye used by machinists for scribing. A very
dilute solution was used so as to have as thin a film as
possible. The problem to avoid, of course, is having the
film interfere with the pressure distribution at the inter-
face and altering the results. If the film is thin enough
it is felt that the properties of the surface will indeed
be those of the main body underneath. For this reason the
rubbing experiments for the smooth disks were tried with
and without the dye present. The results for both cases
agreed with each other and with that given in [83]. Fig-
ure 50 gives the data found for r versus r and compares
it to both the data and theory from [831. There, it was
claimed that
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rc = ro + 0.5 (19)
There is scatter, of course, in Figure 50 but the data
does seem to correlate with (19) better than it would for
other estimates such as that of Greenwood, for example,
equation (18). Again, since it is difficult to control
the load distribution, the data cannot be considered to
be an absolute proof of (19).
Using the above technique it is possible to see the
effect of asperities when either.of the two disks are
roughened. One of the two disks of a pair is subjected
to a sandblaster until the required roughness is achieved.
The other disk is coated with the dye. The two are then
joined and rubbed together as before. When they are sep-
arated one sees that the imprint left behind is different
than that when both disks were smooth. Before,the rubbed
area was uniform and completely worn up to the radius of
contact which was fairly well defined. Figure 51 shows
such a pair both with and without the dye. With the rough
disks the rubbed area consists of a series of scratches,
the number of which decrease in density as one gets further
from the center hole. In this case there is no specific
radius of contact. This agrees, of course, with the con-
clusions drawn earlier. In sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 it
was recognized that in theory the interference between the
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a) Smooth disk used in rubbing experiment - polished area
in center is worn area
b) Smooth disk with dye used as mate to the above
FIGURE 51
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two surfaces would not stop at a particular point but
would continue indefinitely. That is why the arbitrary
percentage levels were used in defining the radius of
contact when asperities were present. In the experimen-
tal work no attempt was made to correlate the number of
scratches per unit area at a particular radius with the
pressure level which caused it. Therefore no prediction
of r c at a particular level can be made.
One can, however, illustrate the effect of the asper-
ities by taking the three disk pairs and subjecting them
to the same load. If the parameters are chosen carefully
one can achieve values of F which affect some pairs and
do not affect the others. It was found that a torque of
60 in-lbs (equivalent load of 650 lbs) applied over an
annular area of outer radius 0.455" and inner radius 0.125"
would produce such an effect. The results are shown in
Figure 52. The only difference between the three runs was
the disk thicknesses, which were 0.117", 0.250", and 0.304".
The average rms roughness averaged 170-10-6 in. which is,
of course, an extremely rough plate. One expects that the
thinnest plate will deflect more than the thicker; its gap
will be wider and, therefore, less interference between
asperities will occur. From Figure 52 one sees that for
the thin disk, b=0.117", the wear marks are concentrated
tightly toward the center. For the other two they are
Dyed disk where Ntoo small
to affect large-scale contact
area
Dyed disk where Ularge enough
to affect large-scale contact
area
Dyed disk where agreatly
affects large-scale contact
area
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significantly more spread out and the scratches extend
outwards even to the edge of the disks. The significant
parameters are
disk pair
number 0
1 1.128 3.89 40
2 0.512 1.82 16
3 0.425 1.50 17
No distributions were calculated for these specific values
but for disk pairs #2 and #3 it can be seen from Figures
41 and 42 that a F in the neighborhood of 16 will lower
the stress profile significantly. For disk pair #1, since
r is so much larger than c, one might ignore the hole and
examine the data given in Figures 25, 26, and 27 for disks
with no hole. Even though curves for r0=4. are not given
it is not unreasonable to expect that the range of _ nec-
essary to affect the pressure distribution will lie above
U-40.
In summary, therefore, although the experiments per-
formed were not able to quantitatively verify the analyti-
cal predictions given earlier,they did corroborate quali-
tatively the expected behavior and did show how the non-
dimensional roughness, F, does control the behavior of the
contact.
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3. HEAT TRANSFER EXAMPLE AND EXPERIMENTS
In the introduction it was mentioned that one
cannot determine an overall contact resistance for an
interface without describing the system of which the
interface is a part. The best that one can do is present
an equation such as (3)
h = 1.45 k tan e r.lv985  (3)c a LH
which will describe the conductance at a particular point.
Any futher consolidation of information is at the expense
of generality. In this section the possible thermal effects
of the phenomena investigated and discussed previously will
be demonstrated by use of a specific example: the total
thermal resistance of a disk like that shown in Figure 53.
For this case the radius is five times the thickness, or
a = 5. The thermal boundary conditions are:
at z =0 k h(r)[T-T I]
z=b k =T 03T
r=0 k a- 0
aTaz
kaTr=ak
The particular value of h c(r) used depends on the pressure
distribution chosen from previous examples. The presence
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of the hole can be included by allowing h c(r) = 0 for
r < c. Three groups of p(r) at z = 0 are examined: those
for r = 0.5, c = 0.25; r0 = 1.0, c = 0.5; and r = 2.0,
c = 1.0. For each of these groups the different interfacial
stress distributions caused by different values of a are
used. The desired result is the resistance of the system
defined as
R
c
T(r = a, z = b/2) - T.
q/A
Since the temperature level is unimportant, Ti is set
arbitrarily to zero. It is also assumed that the exponent
used in equation (3), 0.985, can be considered to be 1.0 with
little error. If that is true then (3) can be rewritten
as
(r
hc(r)b rE -I 0 1
ck = 1.45 tan j aE
bp0
or
hc (T) = 1. 45 tan (38)
If one defines
R k
-
c
c IT k=Ab
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then
c T(r = a, Q = 0.5) (39)
The boundary conditions now are:
at z= 0 1 h (r)T
az c
- _ T = 0
z 
- 1
r 0 a 0
r =a = Q
The governing equation is the Laplacian, V 2T = 0. Because
of the varying h c(r) no analytical solution is available,
but the above is simple enough to solve numerically. The
final result is a plot of R c versus a for various values
of E tan 0/H. There is one such graph for each set of
r0, c. It should be noted that the resistance presented
is for one disk only. In an assembly of two disks the
total resistance would be double that shown here. Figures
54, 55, and 56 show the results.
It was mentioned earlier that the total resistance
was the sum of that due to the bulk and that due to the
resistance at the interface. As one varied the roughness
one might expect that the total effect would decrease or
MMM1WM11= MW11W11Mi1111fi1
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increase depending on the operating conditions. From the
figures shown here it is obvious that this is true and
that the quantity E tan 0/H is the critical variable.
Depending on the value of r0 and c, there is a value of
E tan 0/H below which one cannot lessen the resistance by
altering the roughness. Conversely, for sufficiently
large values of E tan 0/H one can decrease the resistance
markedly by increasing the roughness. At intermediate
values there is an optimum roughness at which to operate.
The entire effect seems to be strongly dependent
on the particular value of r0 and c one is at. Compare,
for example, Figures 54 and 56. The effect of roughness
is much more pronounced for a small value of r0 than it is
for a large one. This is mostly due to the particular
example being used here. Since heat is forced in through
the sides, the final resistance is strongly dependent on
radius of contact, the first place where the heat can
turn from one plate into the other. If rc is large enough
the majority of the heat flows through the area immediate
to rc and ignores the central area. A large r0 implies a
large rc. A large rc means that less of the total
resistance is due to the bulk and most is due to the contact
resistance at the interface. Since an increase in roughness
increases the resistance at the interface, then one would
expect the total resistance to increase with greater a for
large r0. For a small r0 most of the resistance is due to
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the bulk. Increasing a increases the radius of contact
greatly. Therefore the greater part of the resistance
is lessened. Thus, for small r0 , increasing a tends to
decrease the total resistance.
Therefore the behavior exhibited in these figures
is largely due to the configuration chosen for the example.
If instead of having the heat enter the edges at r = a one
had it enter at the top, z = b, one would arrive at a
different set of curves. These would be more like those
in Figure 56 rather than in Figure 54 since the bulk
resistance would be a minor part of the total.
Actual experiments which measured the thermal
resistance of two disks joined together by a bolt were
perforned by Joseph Pigott [89]. The following description
of the experimental measurements is from Reference [89].
The experiments on contact resistance were done in
the vacuum chamber shown in Figure 57. A vacuum of between
30 microns and 50 microns was maintained to minimize the
effects of interstitial fluid.
The test pieces were made according to Figure 58.
The only geometry investigated had dimensions:
c/b = 0.5
r /b = 1.0
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The radius of the plates may be anything greater than 5b.
This is well beyond the radius of contact.
All runs were made with the same applied pressure to
the joint and the same power input to the system.
Five runs were made with the dimensionless roughness
( - ) ranging from 0.023 to 1.23, and the slope (E tan 0/H)
0
ranging from approximately zero to 16.2.
The resultant temperature profiles (Figures 59,
60, 61, 62, and 63) agree fairly well with the theoretical
predictions. The deviations of isolated points are probably
due to faulty thermocouple setup.
To find the contact resistance it was necessary to
determine the actual heat rate passing through the test
specimen and an appropriate temperature difference, AT, both
of which appear in the resistance e'quation:
R =ATg/A
It is known from the pressure distribution that the
plates are not in contact beyond the fourth thermocouple
position (see Figure 41; the values of r/b correspond to the
thermocouple positions shown in Figure 58). Therefore, by
knowing the temperatures at positions 5 and 6 and the corre-
sponding radii, the heat rate passing through the test section
can be calculated:
q ~ ?n rkb (T - T5
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Since the plates are not in contact and radiation
between the plates was found to be very small, the heat
must flow in one direction: radially. However, it was found
that there was not perfect symmetry across the interface.
Therefore, the temperature difference in the above equation
was found for both the top and bottom plates and the average
of these values was used as the temperature difference.
The resistance equation actually involves a heat flux
rather than a heat rate. Since the flux was calculated between
points 5 and 6, the area chosen was that lateral area of the
cylinder passing through the midpoint between positions 5 and 6.
The temperature difference, AT, may be chosen arbitrarily,
depending on how the resistance is to be defined. In the
present case the temperature difference between the top and
bottom plates at the sixth thermocouple position was used in
order to give the total resistance. The theoretical predictions
were given as values of half the total resistance, so the
experimental results were divided by two for comparison.
For convenience, the resistance equation has been
non-dimensionalezed in the following manner:
Rk AT
b Q
where Q = q
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The resistances found for the various roughnesses
tested were:
roughness resistance
(rms micrometer) (Rk/b)
7.05 9.95
112.6 10.20
132.7 9.80
270 l0.40
303 9.60
These resistances are roughly constant. They
correlate fairly well with the theoretical results in the
same range of parameters (Figure 55). However, the values are
approximately twice those predicted. It is believed that this
was caused by an inevitable deviation from radial symmetry
in the test, either in pressure distribution or, more likely,
in heat transfer distribution.
The range of parameters investigated here covers
the range of surface conditions ordinarily found for surfaces
in thermal contact.
For the geometry used and the range of parameters
tested, both the theoretical model and the experimental results
suggest that the roughness has negligible effect on the
resistance of the joint.
Furthermore, since the range of parameters used here
covers most of the conditions of practical interest, one can
extend the conclusions to a general statement that roughness
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for the bolted joint geometry considered does not strongly
affect the value of thermal contact resistance. Consequently,
from a practical point of view, it is not necessary to demand
great care in providing smooth surfaces for thermal contact.
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It was noted at the beginning of this paper that
the thermal resistance at a joint can be divided into two
categories: that due to the large-scale constriction of
the heat from the main body to the general contact area
and that due to the constriction within this contact area
at the asperities. Since an increase in surface roughness
affects these two components in opposite directions -
decreasing large-scale resistance, increasing small-scale
resistance - it was postulated that one might be able to
decrease the total resistance by increasing the roughness.
Three cases were considered: contact of two
rough, wavy surfaces, contact of two rough but nominally
flat plates with an applied load over a defined area, and
contact of two rough but nominally flat plates joined
together with bolts. The models for the above are, respec-
tively: two spherical surfaces, two disks of finite radius,
and two disks of finite radius with center holes. An
iterative solution was used where the force and deflection
of the bulk was matched to the force and deflection of the
asperities. Solutions were to be generated for the cases
of zero and nonzero roughness. It was found that to solve
the overall problem one needed force-deflection relation-
ships for asperities, spherical surfaces, and disks both
with and without holes. Such relationships for the
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asperities and special surfaces already existed in the
literature. Those for disks with or without holes were
developed in this report.
Nondimensional variables were chosen so as to
minimize the information needed to explain the results.
For the spherical surfaces it was found that all infor-
mation could be expressed on one master graph of inter-
facial pressure distribution as a function of roughness.
For the disks without holes one master was needed for
each load radius; for the disks with holes one was needed
for each set of hole radius and load radius. In addi-
tion to the geometrical variables needed to describe the
model, it was found that two nondimensional surface var-
iables were needed: F and H where
Y a(for spherical surfaces)
ahp0
= b(for disks)
7 H
PO
It was further found that the results were weakly dependent
on H and strongly dependent on j. Given a particular a, H
pairone could determine a pressure at an arbitrarily
chosen reference point. This pressure would then be
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matched with that on the master graph to arrive at the
entire distribution. This could be done because all dis-
tributions which agreed at one point would agree at all
points. One could also estimate the radius of contact
for various values of F and H9. It was also found that
different ranges of a influenced the contact for different
values of geometric properties such as load radius. In
general, the surface properties affected the behavior of
the disks more strongly than that of the spheres.
In the process of developing the force-deflection
relationships needed for the disks with and without holes,
further work was done on the classical midplane stress
problem as discussed by Sneddon, Greenwood, Lardner, et al.
From this it was concluded that the multiple Fourier-
Bessel series technique used to develop the required
solutions to the various models is accurate.
The resulting pressure distributions were used
in a heat transfer example to show that one could indeed
lower the overall thermal resistance of a system with an
interface by increasing the surface roughness. It was
found that the resistance (in nondimensional terms)
depends on y and on another quantity, E tan O/H. The latter
determines if it is at all possible to raise or lower the
resistance by changing a. In brief, then, the behavior
discussed at the beginning of the report was found to exist
for all three models considered.
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There are two general areas for which conclusions
may be drawn: the overall problem itself and the techniques
used to arrive at the solutions. Considering the value of
E tan e/H that one might find in practice (o, 25) the effect
of playing the large-scale constriction off against the
small-scale constriction in order to lessen the overall
resistance is not as strong as hoped for. While it is
obvious that in many cases it is not necessary to go through
elaborate (and expensive) finishing procedures to decrease
the overall resistance, it does not seem possible to decrease
the resistance drastically by increasing the roughness except
in those cases where the resistance is very sensitive to the
outermost radius of contact.
The multiple series technique used to develop the
various solutions has been proven successful and, although
laborious to implement, straightforward in its application.
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6. APELNDIX
6.1 Deformation of Disks with and without Center Holes
It can be shown {85] that the governing equations
for the deformation of a disk of finite outer radius
reduced to
4VX =
where
V 4 a= a r fr -
The general solutions to
[A cosh(kz)
r[A cosh(kz)
z[A cosh(kz)
(Al) are
+ B sinh(kz)]{CJ0 (kr)
+ B sinh(kz)]{CJ (kr)
+ B sinh(kz)][CJ0 (kr)
+ DY0 (kr)]
+ DY 1 (kr)]
+ DY0 (kr)]
if the homogeneous direction is the r axis
.[A cos(kz)
rnA cos(kz)
zIA cos(kz)
+ B sin(kz)][CIO(kr)
+ B sin(kz)][CI (kr)
+ B sin(kz)]{CI0 (kr)
+ DK 0 (kr)]
+ DK 1 (kr)]
+ DK (kr)]
can be
(Al)
(A2)
and
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if the homogeneous direction is the z axis. A complete
solution is any combination of the above, e.g.,
x = AC cosh(kz)rJ (kr) + BDz sinh(kz)Y 0 (kr)
which satisfies the boundary equations. The constants A, B,
C, D and k are constants to be evaluated and k is the
eigenvalue. Stresses and deflections in terms of X are,
2 32
T rz 2 Xl-v)V x - (A3)
az
r - VV 2 X - I (A4)
z = (2-v)V2x - J (A5)
a = 2X - 1 (A6)
U = - Bra (A7)
E Drr2 r D
w = (1-2v )V X +Th+I(A8 )
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There s.e a total of eight boundary conditions to satisfy:
two on each face of the disk, two at the outer edge and two
at the inside of the hole wall if a hole is present or two
at the centerline if a hole is not present. It is difficult,
if not impossible, to proceed as is done in solving the
Laplacian (V 2T=O) and by sight pick the proper choices from
the possible solutions. What follows here is a solution
using simultaneous Fourier-Bessel series. The procedure used
is straightforward but tedious and, therefore, only one com-
plete solution is given from beginning to end. In the rest
of the cases only the results are presented. More on this
method of solution can be found in [81].
6.1.1 Disk-No Hole-Midplane Stress
The problem to be solved is shown in Figure 21a.
Boundary conditions are
at z = ±b az =-p(r)
T = 0
rZ
r = 0 stresses finite (A9)
r = a= 0
T 0
rz
011101.
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The governing equation is
one observes that since
a
r
(Al). From equations (A3) - (A8)
is even in z
is even in z
a is
z
even in z
T is odd in z
rz
u is even in z
w is odd in z
then X must be odd in z. The original problem is broken
into two separate parts, Figure Al, one homogeneous in z and
satisfying
V X= 0
and at z = b Trz =0
r= 0
r= a
stresses
T 0
rz
a = -a
r
finite (AlO)
(as calculated
r from body 2)
c'Z=-p(r) ,,
Oz=- p(r) ;
TrZ=0
r = - r , 05
Trz=0
Trz =0
Trz =0
Trz= 0
v,E r
4V X =0
Trz =0
o'z =- p(r) - O'z I -, Trz =0
SPLITTING
WHICH ARE
OF ORIGINAL PROBLEM
SOLVABLE AND WHICH
INTO TWO SEPARATE
ADD UP TO THE OR
PROBLEMS
IGINAL.
FIG.Al
Trz= 0
0'r =0
iv , Er
I v 4X=0
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and the other homogeneous in r and satisfying
V X2 = 0
and at z = ±b a = -p(r) - a (as calculated
from body 1)
Trz
r= 0
r= a
= 0
stresses finite
T =0
rz
The final solution is
x = X, + X2
Note that the boundary conditions as given in (A10) and (All)
add up to the original ones as given in (A9). In body 1 no
restriction is made on a z. After all the other boundary
conditions are met one can solve for a z. This value is then
used in (All) to calculate X2. There is no restriction for
body 2 on a r. The value of ar calculated for body 2 is used
in calculating X1.
One, then, iterates back and forth until the solu-
tions are compatible. Another way is to solve them simultan-
eously. In any case one does arrive at a solution.
Observing that both X and X2 are odd in z, try
X, = sin(Sz)[AI0 ( r) + BrI (er)]
(All)
(Al2)
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X2 J0 (ar)[C sinh(az) + Dz cosh(az)] (A13)
By omitting YO, Yl KO, and K the stresses at r = 0 remain
finite. By substituting (A12) in CA3) one can show that for
T =0 at r = a
rz
A = -B
aaI 0 (a) + 2(1-v)I 1 (a)
(A14)
and for T rz= 0 at z = b
n b
n=0,1,2.. .
The zeroeth term is a constant term and can be carried along
as the zeroeth term in an infinite series or as a constant
outside the series. In this solution it is carried in the
series until the very end. From (A14) and (A15), then,
Xi = Y
n=0,1,2
sin( nz)Bna{W I ( nr) - I0 (r)
n ~n na 1 n0
S2(1-v) +
$n a
0 (6na)~0 n a
I na)
(A16)
likewise for X23
X2 ~- Y 0 (a Or)D b - cosh(Cmz)
m=0,1,2 a m b
sinh(a z)
m
2v + mtanh(mb)j
(A15)
(A17)
"NOW114,11
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If one substitutes
B
n
D
m
B 3a
n n
D a3b
m m
a b sinh~a b)
one finds that for the original problem as shown in Figure
*
B sin( z)
n n
n
{ a rI (anr)I (Sna) - I 0 (nr)
-[2(1-v)I (n a) + SnaIO ( a)]
*
D J (a r)
a3
m
{ amz cosh(am z)sinh(a b) - sinh(a mz)
-[2v sinh(a mb) + amb cosh(a mb)
- SnaI1 (nr)I 0 (na)]rz =zn=0
B sin( nz)[ nrI 0(n r)I ( na)
and
(A18)
1A,
(A19)
=
X = y
n=0
m0
and
(A20)
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*
Dm 1 amr)[am sinh(am b)cosh(am z)
- cosh(a mb)sinh(am z)]
az =
n=0
B cos(e z)[e rI (a r)I (a a)
n n n 1 n 1 n + 21 ( nr)I (ana)
- anaIO O(nr)IO (ana)]
DJ C r)fa z sinh(amz)sinh(amb)
mO i m ni
-sinh(am b)
- cosh(am z)
- am b cosh(am z)cosh(a mb)] (A22)
B ncos( nz) aSn aIO en r)IO O(n a) + 10 nr)I 1
- anrI (na)I i(n r)
a a
-I 1(a na) - an- IO a
+ Z D m -am z
M=0
J1 (m) sinh(amz)sinh(amb)
a r (a
m 0m
+ Ji rm r) lcosh(a z)
am - 0 mCa r)j
- amb cosh(amz)cosh(amb)] +
sinh(amib)
a J (a r)
- cosh(amz)sinh (amb)
m0
- amb
m
(A21)
00
ni=0
00
r = I
n=0
(an a)
2(1-v)
aenr
I, (e-r)
(A23)
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There are now two sets of unknowns
*
B
n
*
D
m
n=0,1,2...0
m=0,1,2.. .o
They are found in the normal manner of Fourier-Bessel series,
through orthogonality. The remaining boundary conditions
are,
at z =±b
r =a
a = -p
r
It is now that the zeroeth terms are removed from the
infinite series. Noting that
0 0
a0 0
and that
rnJ1 (a0a)_1lim -
a0+0 at a 2
one finds from CA22) and (A23) upon substitution into the
boundary conditions that
* 0 *
-pCr) = 2D0 a 0b + I Dm 0 (a
m=1
00
**] + B ncos( nb)[
n=1
(A24)
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and
0 = B 60a 1 -J+ vDc ab + Z D *J ma)f
m=l m G in
+ Bcos( nz)[
Multiply
multiply
(A24) by rJ 0(a0r)
(A25) by cos(O0z)
and integrate from 0 to a and
and integrate from 0 to +b to get
* F
0 Gb 2ra 2
B a
(A26)
(A27)F v21+i-V
'rra
where F is the total load. If p0 is the average pressure
then
(A28)p0 = F/7Ta 2
Now repeating the orthogonalizing procedure one arrives at
00
Bn 1 n = I 4D sinh 2(a b)-
m=l m m
ama( nb) 3
Jo(a ma)cos( nb)
2(1-v 2) - (n a)2
- b 2-(2
(m b) 2 + ( n b) 2
(A25)
~1
~lJ
(A29)
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and
* 2D sinh (a b)
m m
2 sinh2 (ab)
a 2J (ct a)~am b0 m m
rp(r)J0 amr)dr
+ cosh(a b)sinh(am b)]
* 2
n4B 1 na
)Cos(Sn h)
amb cosh(amb)
sinh2(a b) sinh(a mb) I
m
a maJO ma)
We now have the complete solution for a given p(r)
combine (A29) and (A30) with (A21), (A22), and (A23).
For the particular loading as given in Figure 21a.
p (r)
= P0 0 <r<r0
= 0 r 0 <r<a
and
) = a am m
a = a/b r = r/b
r0 = r0 /b
00
n=1
(A30)
when we
z = z/b
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The mic. 7 ane stress is,
-2r0
-2
a
then,
(arr ) +0 2
no r
( ) = lAnwr
1 n=1 n
I (nrr)
I (nf a)
I (n7Tr)
+ (nr)
I~ (nirh)
I (nwra)
- nmi ir-
I(nf)
00
(C) =
m=1
A =
ni m=1
Bm 0 m (A33)
inh(m /a)
a
+ --
a
Jo (m)cos(n)
2
2C1-v) - a2nTr2 2 - 1
I (nra)
(A34)
a
z
PO
z=O
where
(a.,r. 0) (A31)
(A32)
Illoolilimlim m I
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r 0 J1 (a Mr0Oa2 0 2a JO(M
a cos(nn)
J ( 6 am
m 0 M sinh 2(m/a)
cosh(O /a)~
+ m
sinh(O /
nir
6.1.2 Disk-No Hole-Midplane Stress-Approximate Solution
If the boundary condition
S= 0 at r = a
r
is ignored then the solution to the midplane stress is
greatly simplified. The justification for ignoring this
condition lies in St. Venant's theorem. If a >> r0 then
any minor change in the boundary conditions at r = a will
not affect the stress distribution in the neighborhood of
Bm
n n
n=1
(A35)
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r0. Ignoring the boundary condition is equivalent to setting
An = 0. Therefore,
a
z
0-
z=0
2
r
- - + (rr0,')
-2a 3
(A36)
where
D r J(er /a)01 mO J(O-/-
(r,r 0 ,a) 2- 2 JOmr/a)
3 m=l a J (0 )0m
cosh(Qm/a)
(A37)
e
m
e /a cosh(O /a)
m +m
2I(a /51 sinh(em/a)j.
Equation (A36) is another form of the equations given in
[80,81]. This can be shown through the following. For large
m
Om = mr + n/4
As a approaches infinity (disk of infinite radius which is
used as a model in [80,81]) define urm such that
m
urm = 
-
a
11 I 11l 6 1 11111 " 116, Ila. , I III I . I I I I liilmlll , .'I 
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Therefore from CA36) and (A37) with some trigonometric
rearranging,
z 0 2r0 1(umr0) 0 (umr)
z= I - - 2
0 m=O a umaJ0 (uma)
u z sinh(u z)sinh(u ) -cosh(u z)fsinh(u ) +u cosh(u )]
,,m m m m mn m m2 2u + 2 sinh(u )cosh(u )
me mt m
where the zeroeth term has been returned into the infinite
series. For large values of m
2 (uma) = J2 (m 2
ru a
m
Also
du = lim(u m+-um
amlm
[m+l- m
a
7T
a
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Thereforue
lim 1 - duhi _2 - 2
a-- uaiJ (um a)
The final expression for the midplane stress is, then
= -2r0  {cosh(uz)[sinh(u) +u cosh(u)] -(uz)sinh(uz)sinh(u)}
P 0 
-.0
J 1(ur0 0(ur)
2u + sinh(2u) du
which is equation (1) in 181].
6.1.3 Disk-No Hole-Variable Load
Since the pressure distribution on each face may
be different (see Figure 6b) three infinite series are
needed. Boundary conditions are
at z=b az = -p(r) = -p 0
= 0
= 0
z = 0 az = -p2 (r)
Trz =0
0<r<r
0
r0<r<a
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r = 0 stresses
r = a r
Trz = 0
The solutions
az
p0
-2
-2
a
for az and w are:
5 1 z~r~a r 0 p2
(r)]
+ x6
E
0
-2
-r 0
-z +
a
- { z,r,a,r 0 ,p2 (r),v)
where
14
00
4= z
14 n=1
A cos(nfz) nur
n 7r~nr
I(nmTr) 0 (nrr)
nra12 0 -nr
(nra)
finite
(A38)
(A39)
(A40)
lz~~O ?(F) 1p2
Ez,r,a,r 03p 2 (r'Iz,r,a,r 03p2 (F),v] -
I(nras) I(nTa)
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= l5 m=1 B J 0
-6
r
a)a
sinh(e z/Ea)
sinh(O m/a)
cosh(e m/E)
sinh(m /
6 cosh(0 /
+ sh m
a sinh(0 6m I
C J (0 /E)
mO0 m
sinh[O M(1--2)/a)]
sinh(Om/E)
cosh[e ml-z)/a]
sinh(6m /)
o cosh
+ m
a sinh
007= z
7 n=1
I (nwrT)
I (nwi
I (nwrir)
+ 0(nwr)
I (ni)
-aS2(1+v)
1r'
00
6 m=1
(A41)
-1' (A42)
(A43)
(1+,v)A nsin~nwri)
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Cl+v)B J C8 r/E) cosh(O E/5)m
sinh(O /5)
sinh(6 E/-)
m
2(1-v) + cosh(m /a)
em/a sinh(0m /a)
cosh{O (1-z)/a)
m
sinh(O m~
sinh m
sinh(O m/a
0m/a
cosh(Om M
sinh(O_/a
Om ama = zero of J1 (m) = 0
and where
8 m=1
(A44)
9 m=1
I1-2 z
where
(A45)
(A46)
(1+V)Cmio(e m r/a)
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2(1-v ) - n -I M=1 -_
(A47)
V + n2 2- 2
4 sinh2 m
cosh(Om /i) + 1][sinh( m/a) + 6 m/a}
(-1)nJ0 (e )o nwra
+ n 2
me22
+ 1
m
[p( x) +p 2(X)]J 0 (Omx)dx}
+f2 s
+ (Cm)[cosh(O /5)
inh2 m
- 1][sinh(6 /-) - O/-a}
-1 (x)]x0 (O mx)dx
A
n
B = -
m~ m)
A
nn>z
ni=1
0
[p2 (X) (A48)
_ 
_,nC M
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C B
m m 0 2em) O coshCOm/a)
4 sinh 2(0 /a)
- 1]{sinh( /a)
- P0x)]xJ 0 (mx)dx
6.1.4 Disk-No Hole-Variable Load-Approximate Solution
As in section 6.1.2 if one ignores the boundary
condition
one has a somewhat simpler solution.
a z
P0
w E
bT p0
-2
-2
a
-2
r 0~
a 8 9
where Z and I
5
given by
are given by (A41) and (A42);
(A44) and (A45); Bm is given by
and Y
(A48); Cm is
by (A49); and
n = 0 alln 
n
- a/a
Ip 2 Cx) (A49)
a =
r
0 at r = a
(A50)
(A51)
are
9
given
(A52)
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6.1.5 'isk-Hole-Midplane Stress
Define C0 n x) and C X x) such that
COCnX) = Y0(XnX)i1Xn) - Y1n  n )0 nX) (A5
C 1 AXn =1 n X)j1 (n ) - Y (A )J Cn x) (A5
These cylinder functions are combinations of Bessel Functions
and can be treated as a function alone when integrating or
differentiating. An is the eigenvalue.
x
2
x,xC0 nX)COCk mx)dx = 0
-
C ( X ) 2
--- x
3)
4)
m=n
m=n
where A is zero of
n
C A x ) = 0
C 1 (AXn 2 ) = 0
Also
dc CA x)] = -A C (A X)dx 0 n ni1 n
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Therefore for
at z = -b
T
rZ
r = C
the problem shown in Figure 21b where
z - 0
=0
ar
Trz
r = a
r
c<r<r
0
r 0 <r<a
=0
=0
=0
=0
(A55)
T =0
vz
one can arrive at a solution for the midplane stress following
the same procedure as before but using three simultaneous
infinite series. By ignoring the boundary condition ar = 0
at r = a (i.e., assuming that a >> r0 ) this is reduced to
two infinite series. The results are
a
z
POz=0
-2 -2
r 0 -c
-2 -2 +
a -c 10
(A56)
(r r 0,c ,a)
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00
10 n=1
11 =
11 m=1
C ($p r/E)
A n
n sinh 2 C
B
m
2K 1(nrrr c
sinh($ /C
n
12K 0 (mfrr)K 1(mrr3)
+ _n cosh( / -)+- n
+ mrcK O(m))K
- mirrK 1 (mir3)K (m )]
and where
o
Bm z
n=1
iJ
4A
n
n cc
2
K (mrc)
c
m(mit)3
-22
+ m2 2
(A59)
2r 0 C jnr/C)
-2CO (np /oth($n /-)
-22 n
-cc04n
00
Bm Cl) m
cothC'n /-) r 2 2 n2a C0 iPa/c) - 2C 0 n
(A57)
(A58)
0111111 widwIll 1111 W114
(1-v) - m27 232
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4n7~~PnjQ ~ K (mra)COin/I
m$ C n C0 n
c K ( mwrc)
-FT2 2 21
- 2 2+ 2 -2/
2 2-2 K0(mrr-) 2 2--
-m ra -mr ca
K (mr )
2C 0( a/ )
+ On
22 2-2
mT[ + Pn /c2
(A60)
The eigenvalue, $n, is defined as the eigenvalue which will
produce
C ) =n 0
C @Pna/c) = 0 (A61)
Tables of these eigenvalues may be found in refer-
ence [86], Table 9.7, page 415. With the above formulaii
one can reproduce the midplane stress curves as calculated
using a finite-element technique [83,84].
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6.1.6 Disk-Hole-Midplane Stress-Approximate Solution
By ignoring the boundary conditions
at r =a ar =0
r =c = 0
one reduces the problem to one infinite series. The first
condition can be safely ignored as mentioned before. Ignoring
the second causes one to underestimate the stress magnitude
near the hole but gives an accurate estimate further out.
The full effect of this assumption is discussed in the main
body of the report. The final result is equivalent to the
approximate technique used in [87].
-2 -2
ar r - c
=- r2 -2 + 090,,E (A62)0 a -c 10z=0
where is given by (A57). The Fourier coefficient for
10
is
10
-2r 0C (4n 0
A =1 nO
_n ~ F 2C (PnE/E) - ~C 2 (
c -
(A63)
n 2
tanh(4n /c) + -n 1l - tanh ($n /C)}6
n~
MIM MWIUIIIWNAl
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which is (A60) rewritten with Bm = 0.
6.1.7 Disk-Hole-Variable Load-Approximate Solution
For the problem shown in Figure 6b and boundary
conditions
at z = b a z = -1 r) = -p c<r<r 0
T__ = 0
z = 0 az 2 r)
Trz
r =c Trz
r =a Trz
=0
=0
=0
one needs two simultaneous equations. Note that the boundary
condition a r = 0 at r = c is not applied.
-2 -2
P -2 -2 +0 a -c
[zrr 0 c~a 3P2(r)]
- .z,r,0 'c'ap 2 (r)]
13
-2 _ -2
w E 
- r -c
b - -2 -2 +0 a -c
[Z(r,r0,c0 a P2(r),v]
(A64)
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- 1 z,r,r 05 cap 2(i),v)
15
00
12 n=1
A Cn C(n /) zz_
n
sinh($ Z/C)n
sinh($n/E)
cosh($ Z/3)
+ n
sinh($n /
00
13 n=1
B nC 0(* n /) { n
$n cosh($i / C
+n n
c s inh ($n/
sinhf$ (
__-_) n
c s inh (
cosh[$ n (1z)
sinh($n /C)
$n cosh($ n /1 + - s-h(k/C)
C4) sinh($n /
(A67)
C 0 (n r/c
A (1+v)
n n I.nC cosh(nz / )sinh($ n/c) sinh($ n Z/sinh($n /)
-2(1-v) $ cosh(n /-)
c sinh($n /C)
where
(A65)
(A66)
$n/c)
= o
14 n=1
(A68)
W ilimil
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15 n=1
B
n
$n/C
I2(1-v2)C 0 in) - (i+v)C OQlnr/c)
c1-2) cosh$n( 1 c
c sinh($n /C
+ sinh[$ n (1--)/c]
sinh($n /
cosh($ /3)n
sinh($n /
coth($p /-)
n
+ s n / j
sinh2 ($n/c) 1
$4 coth($ /-)
i n + _n n / P
sinh($n /E) sinh($n 2
(A70)
+sin /C
sinh 2($n/C) 2
+ +
sinhC$ / ) c
coth($n /
sinh() /)
s 2 -2
sinh 2 nC
(A71)
- 2(1-v) + -n
C
(A69)
An =
B =
n
- 187
P =
- 2r 0 CI C n 0/F.)
2C 0 n 2C0
a p 2 T
-2 p r rC rnc/)dr
-C
2C0 n R ($n
6.1.8 Semi-Infinite Body-Finite Radius
Figure A2
boundary conditions
shows the problem to be solved. The
are
at z = 0 az = -p(r)
Trz =0
r = 0 stresses
r =a Trz
finite
= 0
z = O stresses finite
The governing equation is
vX = 0
(A72)
(A73)
(Al)
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P (r)
MODEL FOR SEMI -INFINITE
WITH FINITE RADIUS
FIG.A2
- r
BODY
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Rathe, -aan using the general solutions given before the
cosh(kz) and sinh(kz) will be split into expC+kz) and
exp(-kz). Observing that for the stresses to be finite
at z = o the terms containing exp(+kz) cannot exist, one
has for a solution to CAl)
x = J0 (kr)EAe-kz +Bze-kz] (A74)
Equation (A74) satisfies the boundary conditions
at r = 0 stresses finite
z = 0 stresses finite
The remaining three boundary conditions are met through the
constants k, A, and B. The results are:
CO -a Z
az ~ - Bn J0 anr)[l+anzle n (A75)Tra n=1
l+ J0 1 ( a nr) -a nz
W = 1+ B n : a nr z + 2(1-v)e n (A76)
n=1 n
Bn = 2 '0rpCr)J 0(anr)dr (A77)
n a2 J2(ana)
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where
zero of J1 Cana) = 0 n=1, 2,...
6.2 Relationships for Hyperbolic and Cylindrical Functions
Let
2 _ d
S -r dr
v2
V2 0 (r)
v 2Y10 (n r)
V2 0 (mr)
V2KO Cmr)
_ -M 2
= -m2 0 (mr)
= m 2 10 (mr)
= m2 K0 (mr)
V 2rJ (mr)
V 2rY1 (mr)
= 2mJ (mr)
= 2mY (mr)
- m 2 rJ 1 (r)
- m 2 rY (mr)
V2rI1 (mr) = 2mI 0 (mr)
V 2rK (mr) = -2mK (mr)
+ m 2r 1(nr)
+ m2 rK (mr)
an is
n
(A78)
(r d }
then
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also
cosh(az)cosCbz)dz = a sinh(az)cos (bz) + b cosh(az)sin(bz)
a +b
z sinh (az)cos(bz)dz = 2Z 2 la cosh(az)cos(bz) +b sinh(az)sin(bz)]
a +b
(a 2-b 2)sinh(az)cos(bz) +2ab
(a 2+b2 )2
cosh(az)sin(bz)
rJ2 (ar)dr = r2
n2
rI0(br)JO ar)dr = 2 b2
a +b
[bJ 0(ar) 11 (br)
2
r2 I (br)JO(ar)dr = r2 FaI (br)J (ar)1 0a 2+b2 a1(r) 1 ar
2 b 2 [bJO(ar) I(a 2+b 2)2 0 1
+ aI0 (br)J 1 (ar)]
+ bI0 (br)J0 (ar)]
(br) +aI0 (br)J 1 (ar)]
[(ar) (ar)j
r
0
r
O
- J n-l Car)J n+1
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rKO Cbr)C 0(ar)dr = 2 2 laK (br)C Car)
a +b
- bC (ar)K (br)]
r2K 1 (br)
2
C Car)dr=~ 22 bKO(br)C0 (ar)
a +b
- aK1 (br)C 1 (ar)]
+ 2 2 2~aKO(br)C 1Ca +b )
(ar) - bC0 (ar)K 1 (br)]
(ar) are defined inwhere CO0Car) and C 1 (A53) and (A54).
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6.3 Truncation of Infinite Series
The problem is: given fCx) such that
00
f(x) = A J 0 (e x)
n=0,1
where 0n is eigenvalue and
J1 (6n) = 0 for all n
how can one truncate the infinite series to N terms and get
an accurate result, f(x), where
f(x) f(x) =
N
n=0,
B J (0 x)nO0 n
The solution is to use local smoothing where the average
value of the function is used rather than the precise value
at x [88]. That is, let
f(x) = 2- f(y)dy (A81)
One must now choose the interval 2e over which to sample.
To gain an insight into this try this method with an infinite
series using circular functions, e.g.
(A79)
(A80)
=INN
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g Cx)=
k=1,2
N
5(x)= I
k=1, 2
C ksinCkx)
D ksin(kx)
from (A81) one observes that
D = sin(sk) Ck ck k
or
N
g(x) = y
k=1,2
sin(sk) C sin(kx)
E:k k
Thus the original series with the original coefficient returns
but with a truncation term. If the interval E is chosen such
that
E = 7r/N
then the last truncation term will be zero and the general
form for the truncation term, tk, will be;
sin
tk kTrN
k=O ,1, . . . (A82)
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note
lim sin(6)
6+0- 6
The net result is to weight the lower frequencies against
the higher ones. We can therefore expect to reproduce the
function accurately in regions of slow change. The term
tk given by (A82) is the term used for all Fourier series
using circular functions whether they are in terms of cos,
sin, or a combination of the two.
To find the truncation term for Fourier-Bessel
series once again applies (A81),
x+ J - A
f(x) = n= ,1 An J nay) dy
2 e x - E : - = l n 0 n 
-
or
N
Y Bn J (0 nx) =
n=O,l
N
S An 2
n=0,1
f X+S:
where all terms after N in the original
The integral is not available in closed
notices that
0 (0ny)dy
series are ignored.
form but if one
J0 (z) + cos (z-Tr/4)
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as z + w then it seems reasonable to try as a truncation
term a form similar to (A82). By trial and error it was
found that the best solution was
t =
n
n=0
0 n-3,f/4
sin 6 -3r/4
t = ~
n 0- -37/4~
n
eN-37T/4
n=1,2,... N
In any Fourier series, Bessel or circular, the zeroeth term
gives the average value over the range or the level. In
both (A82) and (A83) the truncation term to, is 1 so this
average value is unchanged. Therefore, at worst, the truncated
series will accurately predict the average behavior. It
should be noted from (A83) that
limt =
N+m n
and we have back the original infinite series.
Figure A3 shows the advantage of the truncation term.
In this case
(A83)
EXACT SERIES
TRUNCATED TO 10 TERMS
COMPARISON OF
EACH
ORIGINAL AND MODIFIED
CARRIED TO TEN TERMS
FIG. A3
1.0
0.8
-0.6
0.4
0.3
0
SERIES
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fCx) = 1 0<X<1/2
= 0 1/2<x<1 (A84)
The solution (where x is a radial co-ordinate) is
1 lO(6 / 2)f(x) = Y J en J(0 2
n=1 0 1J0 (n) n
(A85)
where 0 is a zero of
n
J1 (e n) =
In Figure A3 the original function (A84) is shown
along with the first ten terms of the infinite series solution
(A85). By using the truncation term with N=10,
~On-3r/4 1
sin 10
t = ~
n-
n-37r/4
610-3,f/4 '
a more exact estimate is made of the original function. This
new estimate removes the oscillations about the true value
because it gives less and less weight to the higher frequency
terms but it does not predict corner effects very well because
- 199 -
it does ignore the high frequencies. Adding more terms to
the truncated series improves the estimate at the corners
as shown in Figure A4.
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EXACT
1.0 -
MODIFIED-
0.8-
MODIFIED -
0.6
f(X)=I OsX<0.5
0.4- -0 0.5<X:51.0
0.2-
0
0.3 0.4 0.5 .6
X
TRUNCATED INFINITE SERIES
10 TERMS
20 TERMS
0.7
FIG. A4
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6.4 Computer Programs
In the following programs different nomenclature
was used than that found in this report. Following is a list
of the important changes.
This Report
a
c
r 0
r
y E
bp
aE
bp0
H/p
0
a
z
bP
z=0
wE
bP z=O
v
Computer Programs
RHO
LAMBDA
RO
R
YO
S
H
SIGMAZ
W
NU
SIG(N)
6.4.1 Disk with No Hole
This program calculates the interfacial pressure
distribution and deflection of two rough plates in contact.
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The input data is r0, a, v, N, aE/bp9, H/PO, pp0, and wt.
N is the maximum number of terms to be used in the Fourier
series. The first estimate of the pressure distribution is
-pp0 -2
z r0
p = -ppO e
and by inputing ppO the user has an opportunity to start
the iteration close to the final value. After an iteration
is done the new stress distribution to be used is calculated
from the original one, a z, and from the one as calculated
*
from the deformation of the asperities, az as
*(a ) = wt-a + (1-wt)-aU
z new z z
Therefore the user
of the procedure.
can influence the speed of convergence
Input format is as follows:
CARD 1 r0, a, v, N
CARD 2 S, H, pp0, wt
CARD 3 S, H, pp0, wt
LAST CARD BLANK
(3F10.3,l0)
(4F10.3)
(new set)
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Example:
r0 = 1'1
a = 7.3
v = .25
N = 40
and try two sets of S and H,
S = 10
H = 100
pp0 = 1.
wt = .5
S = 100
H = 150
pp0 = .8
wt = .25
the data cards are as
10
1.100
follows:
20
7.300
30
.250
40
40 CARD 1
10.000 100.000 1.000 .500
100.000 150.000 .8oo .250
(blank)
CARD 2
CARD 3
CARD 4
MONIMOL11"'.
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The program is written in FORTRAN IV and was
compiled and run on an IBM 360/65 computer system. CPU
time for ten complete iterations is in the neighborhood of
seven minutes. Without compiling, 94K of core is used. The
program follows.
MAIN DP)rfA M
THIS PR:
DEFLFCTI
RESsro F
THE Fr1
YO
S
H
SIGM A
w
0 (
R Hf
NU
N 4AX
SIG(N)
IN
MMAX
DEL P
ITEP
GRAM CALrtJ.ATES THE INTERFACIAL PRES
C TWn kru(H PLATES (NO HOLE) IN
JNjrT [c N PACKAGE AND SUBROUTINES--
c TRNH L
QUADJ 0
P'TPUT
SURE DISTRIBUTION AND
C0NT ACT. IT USES THE
LCWIN$ APE VARIABLES-
SEPARATION OF PLATES
P U GHE W S
HAP ONESS
LAD AT Z=0
DEFLECTTCN AT Z=0
Lf)M) RADIUS (AT Z=)
r)ISK PADIUS
P'T SSON'S P ATI r
NUMBEP F TFRMS IN INFINITE SERIES
TUNCATTCN TERM F0R FOURIER SEP IES
NU(MRFP OF INTEPVALS ALONG RADIUS USED IN CALCUtATION
NUMnEP r'F POINTS USED (=IN+1 )
SIZF nF INTERVAL
NmJ. ir TIME-S SUBROUTINE HAS BEEN CALLED
D IMENPISICN
CMMin 7m/AA
PTOp (40)
Cr)MMN SI
r 7)1M F7/P p
PFAL Nt,
DArT. LPH
5 77.,600p,
2 44.7 413,
3 (6.735-,
4 p98.76 577,
ALPHA(4.
AA/P(40)
,PR T (40
GMA7 ( 201
P /F ( 201 i)
A/3.e317
2.367
47.0 14f
0.P0507
cyl.9e750
0)
,D(40),E(40),SIG(40),THETA(40),BAR(40),CRAP (401
),W(
1,7.
,29.
,51.
'73.
201) ,SPATA(9)
201)
0155 9,10.17347,13.?2
04683,32. 1896A,35.3
043 4,-p54. 185'55 7.32
03690,76. 1787C,79.32
029?3,98 . 1709 5,1 01.3
360,
231,
753,
040,
127
16.47063,19.
3R,.47477,41.
60.161946 ,61.
82.46226 ,85.
,104.4544 ,
61586,
61709,
61136,
60402,
MAI NOO1
MAIN0002
MAI N0003
MAIN0004
MAIN0005
MAIN0006
MAIN0007
MAIN0008
MAIN0009
MAINOO10
MAI NO011
MAIN0012
MAIN0013
MAI N0014
MAI N0015
MAINO016
MAIN0017
MAIN0018
MAIN0019
MAINO020
MAIN0021
MAIN0022
MAINO023
MAIN0024
MAIN0025
MAI N0026
MAIN0027
MAIN0028
MAIN0029
MAIN0030
MAIN0031
MAIN0032
MAIN0033
MA IN0034
MAIN0035
MAIN0036
( r_*O~ Li37)iV wdL i
iM6 Odd 'r1'S( 076 )U~
ZLOON lVv
I LOON lV
ZDLOON IVW
6 900N IV#
8900N IW
4900N IVW
9900N IVb
G900NIVW
1 9 O0N I VA
F£900N IVk
Z900NIW
1900N Iwo
0900N IVv4
6!i 00 N IUv
S iOON IVvv
LcjOON IVhW
9500N 1VW
SgOONIVW
*SOON IVi
F-4;OON I Vk
Z 00 N iVW'
I OON I Voi
OSOON IVW
5*700N IW
9 0iON I Vm
L t0ON I Vw
9 IOON I Vw
5 ta OON I Vw
4/ 400N I U
i 400ON I Vv
Z #O00NlIwor
1'aOO'N I VW*
0 OON IVW
6EOONIW
f LOON IVvW
LEOON I VP4
*'~ij.J tNIih'JI3M V, SI
:10 31VW411S3 W~V SI Odd *C-d3Z SI ioSa 0131l1
0033.4391 AV4 3SVi 3NO NVH. ::i83W
.LM (INV
fiuns N
0viLV(l
(O)d
HM
'.31 3 WH
d / id) N
I d I d*G X W ) VI 3I Id *:$XL *-(N
d u.iS
U flud
0iVA JH.i
vtd V i '
u=zJ
JfI~N I iN 0
I S =( N ) JI S
)V.L:-H i = d
=N Lr.L 0J0
Svi'OHli NCliVNl i.L ~1~iv rj 1vJ
d130
N I
(IN
*JH d
NvI
(011 1'Zeu L
XVW N " nN, 'OH d 6Od (
=(C-) 'v 14u S
/6MU =dlh3C
1+NI =XVWvw
= J 'V V
=Li) ~US
=(17) VkV GUS
=ft) IV i'vUs
L) V.LV ~U S
.L' )UV~
(Nfld d~d -3)N2-) J.LVUI ASlJ NA' (IVji
( I) V
I -LIZO~li/
0
0
U) 0 'L- NI
G L'~ LkU
Hl (I I .a3Hi
O' 6I'=i lzL1 U
C-6" 4" NV *U 2
011,'L L9zj 2 *LOI
U 4:
1911"7*9z 1 si YOE
'76L 9 OCI 1 8 LEL
IF(S.LT..001) rC Tu O 9
C ESTIMATE YO
C.
YO=2 .*S
DC co J=9 ,MMPX
P=(J-1.)*DElR
r FIrST ESTIMATE rF THE PRESSURE DISTR!IUTTON
s TGMAZ(J)
W( ])=O.
0 ) CONT I1UE
I 1=0
100 ClNTTNUr
=-PPrN*EXP(-P *R*PPo/RO/RO)
C PEPFOnM THE rOLLOWING UP
TI1G.+1
IF(' I*rT.
TO 10 TIMES
MAINC073
MAIN0074
MAINO075
MAIN0076
MAI N007 7
MAI N0078
MAIN0079
MAINO080
MAIN0081
MAIN0082
MAIN0083
MAIN0084
MAIN0085
MAIN0086
MAIN0087
MAIN0088
MAIN0089
MAIN0090
MAIN0091
MAIN0092
MAI N0093
MAIN0094
MAIN0095
MAIN0096
MAIN0097
MAIN0098
MAINOOQ9
MAIN0100
MAI N0101
MAIN0102
MAIN0103
MAIN0104
MAI N0105
MAIN0106
MAINOI07
MAIN0108
In) C. TO 45
C CALCIJLJTE THE DEFLECTION GIVEN THE STRESS
CALI STPNL(ITER)
ITFP= IT'+1
1=0
110 CfONT IE
T =T+1
I F (I . GT. 2 0) P T 3 30
FPrA rp-RMAT I@P )F ASPERITIES CALCUL ATE STPESS
TTrPATF WINTIt L'O BALANCES.
FCPC
rtn 1
F = (J
ISTRPIRUTION.
20 j=',MhpX
-1)*nEi P.
IF(J. VT.1. .CP.J.LT.MMAX) GC TO
IF(J.E).4MAX) GC Tr' 113
DA=PT*DELR*DEI R/4.
GO 'o l~l
113 nA=?.*PT* '*rFLR/2.
rrO T? 1)4
1 r) A=1.*PT*P*FL F
114 YY=(Yn+2.*W(J))/S/1.414214
IF(YY.GT.'3.) G Tr 140
P 1(J) :1/? .*E'PFC(YY)
r,0 Tn 145
40 P1 (J) =0.
r
C SUM T' rET TrTAI LCAD
145 F(J)=
rPCE
120 f nITI
112
rIPCE+P? (J)*A/P O/RO/PI
=F(J)
NUE
C. Ir LOAW IS OFF BY 5 PFRCENT REPFAT
TF(APS('.-FnpCE).LT..05)
YO=YO +S/? .*ALOG(FORCE)
rC TP 110
130 CONhJT NIJE
GO TO 130
MAI N0109
MAI NO110
MAI N0111
MA I N0112
MAI N0113
MAI N0114
MAI NO11 5
MAIN0116
MAI NO117
MAT N01IR
MAIN0119
WAINO12C
MA I N0121
MAI N0122
MAI N0123
MAIN0124
MAI N0125
MAIN0126
MAIN0127
MAI N0128
MAIN0129
MAI N0130
MAI N0131
MAIN 0132
MAIN0133
MAI N0134
MAI N0135
MAI N0136
MAI N0137
MAI N013A
MAI N0139
MAIN0140
MAI N0141
MAIN0142
MAI N0143
MAI N0144
, PRINT tiPJ'r 'P THIS ITERATION
C
CAll 2 UTPUT(Y,I,S,H)
C ITErP ATF APOUNO PGAIN UNLESS PRESSURES AGREE TO 2
r HK=A
I(CH
On j(
BS (( -SIC4'AZ (
K.LT..07) GC
SJ='.,MmtX
1)-Pi(1
TO 45
PERCENT
)/P1L (1))
NEW ESTT MATE 'F STP SS DISTRI BUTION IS WEIGH T ED) COMB INATION OF
FLASTIC AN PLASTIC DISTRIBUTIONS
S If'mA7(j) =WT* 5 . IGMAZ(J )-( 1 .- WT )*P1 (J)
1 60 C 0NT I N'JF
(:0 TD 100
4C) CALL EXIT
F NID
MAIN0145
MAI N0146
MAI N0147
MAI N0148
MAI N0149
MAIN0150
MAIN0151
MAI N0152
-J
G E001 HON
+ E 00 *1HON
Z COO1lHON
I E£001 HON
60ZOO1 HON
13 ZOO H ON
9IOOI)HON
1001l H ON
ti Z001 HON
EZQOIHON
Z Z001 1HON
I ZOOl HON
0D b IQOilHON
LN BIOO'lHON
9 1001-IHJN
; TOO -IHON
1I00 1 HON
i 1001 HUN
Z 1001HON
1 100 1 HON
0OI HON
bOQOIHN
b 000 1 HON
LOUOIHON
9 000 -1 FON
G 0001HON
470001HQN
kL0001H0N
100OI01HN
1000 iHON
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THE NOPMAL STRESS AND DEFLECTION
FrR THE MN AX DrST TUIONS At CNG THE
ON THE ArTTnM APE NOW
R ADI US
CALCUL ATED
C
Do 2O M=1,MMPX
P=(m- ')*Dlfl p
SI M A7(M) --n0t0R/PH/RHr
W (M) = 0.
00r 110 M=1,NM4X
UJ=N*P !*RP
V=I'l*P r~pPjc3
T T=TME--T A(N)/PHO
TFfTT-40. )12?, 122,124
123 S=l./ SINH (TT)
TS=TT f SINH(T T )
TSS=T T/SI NH(T T )**2
rn Tr. 125
124 S=D.
TS=0.
TSS=O.
12 S Ir MA7(M) =ZICMAZ( M)
+SIC(N)*IJO(TT* )*(BBAR(N )*(S+TS/TANH(TT) )-CFAP(N)*( l./TANH(TT)
3 +TCC))
W (M) =W(M) +2.*(.-NU*NU)*C RAP (N)*S IG(N)*( J0(TT*P)-1.) /TT
130 CDNT IUE
120 r EMT I NUE
R EDF M
END
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MAIN PROGRAM
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE INTERFACIAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AND
DEFLECTION OF TWO ROUGH PLATES (WITH HOLE) IN CONTACT. IT USES THE
BESSEL FUNCTION PACKAGE AND SUBROUTINES--
STRHOL
CRSPRD
QUADC0
OUTPUT
THE FOLLOWING ARE VARIABLES--
C YO
C S
C H
C SIGMAZ
C W
C LAMBDA
C R3
C RHO
C NU
C NMAX
C SIG(N)
C IN
C MMAX
C DELR
C ITER
SEPARATION OF PLATES
ROUGHNESS
HARDNESS
LOAD AT Z=0
DEFLECTION AT Z=0
HOLE RADIUS
LOAD RADIUS (AT Z=1)
DISK RADIUS
POISSON'S RATIO
NUMBER OF TERMS IN INFINITE SERIES
TRUNCATION TERM FOR FOURIER SERIES
NUMBER OF INTERVALS ALONG RADIUS USED IN CALCULATION
NUMBER OF POINTS USED (=IN+1)
SIZE OF INTERVAL
NO. OF TIMES SUBROUTINE HAS BEEN CALLED
COMMON SIGMAZ(201),W(201),SDATA(9)
CDMMON/AAA/A(40),C(40),PSI(40),PTOP(40),PBOT(40),E1(40),E2(40)I
1 E3(40),SIG(4C)
COMMON/BBB/F(201),P1(201)
REAL NU, LAMBDA
PI=3.14159265
IN=100
READ IN DISK DATA (ONCE PER RUN)
C
C,
C
C,
C
C
C.
C
C.
C
C,
MAIN0001
MAIN0002
MAIN0003
MAIN0004
MAIN0005
MAIN0006
MAIN001T
MAIN0003
MAIN0009
MAINO010
MAINO011
MAIN0012
MAIN0013
MAIN0014
MAIN0015
MA IN0016
MA INO 17
MAINOO18
MAIN0019
MAIN1020
MAIN0021
MAIN0022
MAIN0023
MAINO024
MAIN0025
MAIN0026
MAIN0027
MAIN0028
MAIN0029
MAIN0030
MAINO031
MAIN0032
MAIN0033
MAIN0034
MAIN0035
IAIN0036
C
READ(5.,10)LAMBDA,RORHO,NUNMAX
13 FORMAT(4F10.3,I10)
20 SDATA(1)=IN
SDATA( 3)=LAMBDA
SDATA(4)=RHO
SDATA(5)=RC
SDATA(6)=NU
SDATA( 7)=NMAX
MMAX=IN+1
OELR=(RHO-LAMBOA)/ IN
SDATA( 2)=DELR
X=RHO/LAMBDA
C
C CALCULATE EIGENVALUES
C
CALL CRSPRD(NMAX,X,PSI)
C
C CALCULATE TRUNCATION TERMS
C
DO 30 J=1,NMAX
R=(PSI(J)-.75*PI)/(PSI(NMAX)-.75*PI)*PI
SIG(J)=SIN(R)/R
30 CONTINUE
ITER=0
READ IN ROUGHNESS DATA.
PROGRAM STOPS WHEN SUBMI
THE VALUE OF P(0) AND WT
MORE THAN ONE CASE MAY
TTED "S" IS ZERO. PPO
IS A WEIGHTING FACTOR.
ENTERED.
AN ESTIMATE OF
MAIN0037
MAIN0038
MAIN0039
MAIN0040
MAIN0041
MAIN0042
MAIN0043
MAIN0044
MAIN0045
MAIN0046
MAIN0047
MAIN0048
MAIN0049
MAINO050
MAIN0051
MAIN1052
MAIN0053
MAINO054
MAIN0055
MAIN0056
MAIN0057
MAIN0058
MAIN0059
MAIN0060
MA IN0061
MAIN0062
MAIN0063
MAIN0064
MAIN0065
MAIN0066
MAIN0067
MAIN0068
MAIN0069
MA IN0070
MAIN0071
MAIN00T2
READ(5,40)S,H,PPOWT
FORMAT (4F10.3)
IF(S.LT..001) GO T9 998
FSTIMATF YC
YO=2.*S
DO 50 J=1,MMAX
R=LAMBDA+(J-1 )*DELR
C FIRST ESTIMATF OF THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
C
SIGMAZ(J)=-PPO*EXP(-(R*R-LAMBDA**2)*PPO/(RO*RO-LAMBDA**2))
W(J)=0.
50 CONTINUE
11=0
100 CONTINUE
C
C PERFORM THE FOLLOWING UP TO 10 TIMES
C
11=1 1+1
IF(II.GT.10) GO TO 45
C
C CALCULATE THE DEFLECTION GIVEN THE STRESS
C
CALL STRHOL(ITER)
ITER=ITER+1
1=0
110 CONTINUE
1=1+1
IF(I.GT.20) GO TO 130
C
C FROM DEFORMATION OF ASPERITIES CALCULATE STRESS DISTRIBUTION.
C ITERATE UNTIL LOAD BALANCES.
C
FORCE=0.
DO 120 J=1,MMAX
R=LAMBDA+(J-1)*DELR
IF(J.GT.1.OR.J.LT.MMAX) GO TO 112
DA=2.*PI*R*DELR/2.
GO TO 114
112 DA=2.*PI*R*DELR
MAINOO 73
MAIN0074
MAIN0075
MAIN0076
MAIN0077
MAIN0078
MAIN0079
MAIN0080
MAINO081
MAINO082
MAIN0083
MAIN0084
MAIN0085
MAIN0086
MAINO087
MAINO088
MAIN0089
MAIN0090
MAIN 091
MAIN0092
MAIN0093
MAINO094
MAIN0095
MAIN0096
MAIN0097
MAIN0098
MAIN0099
MAIN0100
MAIN0101
MAIN0102
MAIN0103
MAIN0104
MAIN0105
MAIN0106
MAIN0107
MAIN0108
114 YY=(YO+2.*W(J))/S/1.414214
IF(YY.GT.13.) GO TO 140
PI(J)=H/2.*ERFC(YY)
GO TO 145
140 P1(J)=0.
C
C SUM TO GET TOTAL LOAD
C
145 F(J)=FORCE+PI(J)*DA/(RO**2-LAMBDA**2)/PI
FORCE=F(J)
120 CONTINUE
C
C IF LOAD IS OFF BY 5 PERCENT REPEAT
C
IF(ABS(1.-FORCE).LT..05) GO TO 130
YO=YO+S/2.*ALOG(FORCE)
GO TO 110
130 CONTINUE
C
C PRINT OUPUT FOR THIS ITERATION
C
CALL OUTPUT(YO,II,S,H)
C ITERATE AROUND AGAIN UNLESS PRESSURES AGREE TO 2 PERCENT
C
CHK=ABS((-SIGMAZ(1)-Pl(1))/Pl(1))
IF(CHK.LT..02) GO TO 45
DO 160 J=1,MMAX
C
C NEW ESTIMATE OF STRESS DISTRIBUTION IS WEIGHTED COMBINATION OF
C ELASTIC AND PLASTIC DISTRIBUTIONS
C
SIGMAL(J)=WT*SIGMAZ(J)-(1.-WT)*P1(J)
160 CONTINUE
GO TO 100
998 CALL EXIT
MAIN0109
MAIN0110
MAIN0111
MAIN0112
MAIN0113
MAIN0114
MAIN0115
MAIN0116
MAIN0117
MAIN0118
MAIN0119
MAIN0120
MAIN0121
MAIN0122
MAIN0123
MAIN0124
MAIN0125
MAINO126
MAIN0127
MAIN0128
MAIN0129
MAIN0130
MAIN0131
MAIN0132
MAIN0133
MAIN0134
MAIN0135
MAIN0136
MAIN0137
MAIN0138
MAIN0139
MAIN0140
MAIN0141
MAIN0142
MAINO 143
MAIN0144
S4IONIVWON3
C
C STRHOL
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE DEFLECTION AT Z=0
WITH A HOLE WHICH HAS A LOAD AT Z=1 (TOP) WHICH I
LAMBDA
INPUT V
SIGMAZ
W
LAMBDA
RO
RHO
NU
NMAX
S IG(N)
IN
MMAX
DELR
ITER
AND RO AND ZERO ELSEWHERE--AND A LOAD AT Z
ARIABLE. VARIABLES ARE --
LOAD AT Z=0
DEFLECTION AT Z=0
HOLE RADIUS
LOAD RADIUS (AT Z=1)
DISK RADIUS
POISSON'S RATIO
NUMBER OF TERMS IN INFINITE SERIES
TRUNCATION TERM FOR FOURIER SERIES
NUMBER Of INTERVALS ALONG RADIUS USED IN
NUMBER OF POINTS USED (=1N+1)
SIZE OF INTERVAL
NO. OF TIMES SUBROUTINE HAS BEEN CALLED
(BOTTOM) OF A DISK
S UNIFORM BETWEEN
=0 WHICH IS AN
CALCULATION
HOLE0001
HOLE0002
HOLE0003
HOLE0004
HOLE0005
HOLE0006
HOLE000T
HOLE0008
HOLE0009
HOLE0010
HOLE0011
HOLE0012
HOLE0013
HOLE0014
HOLE0015
HOLE0016
HOLE0017
HOLE0018
HOLE0019
HOLE0020
HOLE0021
HOLE0022
HOLE0023
HOLE0024
HOLE0025
HOLE0026
HOLE0027
HOLE0028
HOLE0029
HOLE0030
HOLE0031
HOLE0032
HOLE0033
HOLE0034
HOLE0035
HOLE0036
SUBROUTINE STRHOL(ITER)
COMMON SIGMAZ(201),W(201),SDATA(9)
COMMON/AAA/A(40),C(40),PSI(40),PTOP(40),PBOT(40),E1(40),E2(40),
1 E3(40),SIG(40)
REAL NU, LAMBDA
PI=3.14159265
IN=INT(SDATA(l)+.001)
DELR=SDATA(2)
LAMBDA=SDATA(3)
RHO=SDATA(4)
RO=SDATA(5)
NU=SDATA(6)
MMAX=IN+l
NMAX=INT(SDATA(7)+.0001)
IFITER) 20,20,60
20 CONTINUE
DO 50 N=1,NMAX
PTOP(N)=-2.*RO*CI(PSI(N),RO/LAMBDA)/PSI(N)*LAMBDA/(RHO**2*C0(PSI
1 (N),RHO/LAMBDA)**2-LAMBDA**2*CO(PSI(N),l.)**2)
X=PSI(N)/LAMBDA
IF(X-40.)30,30,40
30 E1(N)=1./TANH(X)+X/SINH(X)**2
E2(N)=(1.+X/TANH(X))/SINH(X)
E3( N)=1.-X*X/SINH(X)**2
GO TO 50
40 E1(N)=1.
E2(N)=0.
E3(N)=l.
50 CONTINUE
60 DO 70 J=1,NMAX
CALL QUADCO(SIGMAZLAMBDARHOINPSI(J),VALUE)
PBOT(J)= 2.*VALUE/(RHO**2*C0(PSI(J),RHO/LAMBDA)**2-LAMBDA**2*
1 Co(PSI(J),1.)**2)
A(J)=(PTOP(J)*E1(J)-PBOT(J)*E2(J))/E3(J)
C(J)=(PTOP(J)*E2(J)-PROT(J)*El(J))/E3(J)
70 CONTINUE
00 80 M=1,MMAX
R=LAMBDA+(M- 1) *DELR
SIGMAZ(M)=-(RO**2-LAMBDA**2)/(RHO**2-LAMBDA**2)
W(M)=0.
DO 80 N=1,NMAX
SIGMAZ(M)=SIGMAZ(M)+SIG(N)*CO(PSI(N),R/LAMBDA)*
I (A(N)*E2(N)-C(N)*EI(N))
W(M)=W(M)+2.*(l.-NU*NU)*SIG(N)*C(N)*
I (CO(PSI(N),R/LAMBDAI-CO(PSI(N),1.))/PSI(N)*LAMBDA
80 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
HOLE0037
HOLE0038
HOLE0039
HOLE0040
HOLE0041
HOLE0042
HOLE0043
HOLE0044
HOLE0045
HOLE0046
HOLE0047
HOLE0048
HOLE0049
HOLE0050
HOLE0051
HOLE0052
HOLE0053
HOLE0054
HOLE0055
HOLE0056
HOLE0057
HOLE0058
HOLE0059
HOLE0060
HOLE0061
HOLE0062
HOLE0063
HOLE0064
HOLE0065
HOLE0066
HOLE0067
HOLE0068
- 2 2 1  -
6 . 4 . 3  
A u x i l i a r y  
P r o g r a m s
E a c h  o f  t h e  
p r e v i o u s  
s e c t i o n s  l i s t e d  
t h e  m a i n
c a l l i n g  
p r o g r a m  
a n d  t h e  
s u b r o u t i n e  
w h i c h  w o u l d  
c a l c u l a t e  
t h e
s t r e s s  
f o r  t h e  
p a r t i c u l a r  
d i s k .  
T h i s  s e c t i o n  
g i v e s  t h e
l i s t i n g s  
f o r  t h e  
m i s c e l l a n e o u s  
p r o g r a m s  
n e e d e d  f o r  
i n t e g r a t i n g ,
c a l c u l a t i n g  
z e r o e s  
o f  B e s s e l  
F u n c t i o n s ,  
c a l c u l a t i n g  
v a l u e s  
o f
B e s s e l  F u n c t i o n s ,  
g i v i n g  
o u t p u t ,  
e t c .  T h e s e  
p r o g r a m s  
a r e
s e l f - e x p l a n a t o r y .  
T h e  b e g i n n i n g  
o f  e a c h  
m a i n  
p r o g r a m  
l i s t s
t h e  
s u b r o u t i n e s  
n e e d e d  
f o r  
t h a t  
p r o g r a m .
OUTPUT
THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS THE RESULTING OUTPUT
VARIABLE
Yo
S
H
SIGMAZ
w
LAMBDA
RO
RHO
NU
NMAX
SIG(N
IN
MMAX
DELR
S USED ARE--
SEPARATION OF PLATES
ROUGHNESS
HARDNESS
LOAD AT Z=0
DEFLECTION AT Z=0
HOLE RADIUS
LOAD RADIUS (AT Z=1)
DISK RADIUS
POISSON'S RATIO
NUMBER OF TERMS IN INFINITE SERIES
TRUNCATION TERM FOR FOURIER SERIES
NUMBER OF INTERVALS ALONG RADIUS USED IN CALCULATION
NUMBER OF POINTS USED (=IN+1)
SIZE OF INTERVAL
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(Y0,II ,S,H)
COMMON/BBB/F(201) ,PI(2011
COMMON SIGMAZ(201),W(201),SDATA(9)
REAL NU,LAMBDA
IN=INT(SDATA(1)+.001)
DELR=SDATA(2)
LAMBDA=SDATA( 3)
RHO=SDATA(4)
RO=SDATA(5)
NU=SDATA(6)
NMAX=INT(SDATA(7)+.O01)
MMAX=IN+1
WRITE(6,10)II
10 FORMAT(IHI,' AT ITERATION NUMBER',I3)
WRITE(6,20) YO,S,H
20 FORMAT' YC' IS',F10.6,' S IS',F7.3,'
OPUT0001
OPUT0002
OPUT0003
OPUT0004
OPUT0005
OPUT0006
OPUT0007
OPUT0008
OPUT0009
OPUT0010
OPUT0011
OPUT0012
OPUT0013
OPUT0014
OPUT0015
OPUT0016
OPUT001T
OPUT0018
OPUT0019
OPUT0020
OPUT0021
OPUT0022
OPUT0023
OPUT0024
OPUT0025
OPUT0026
OPUT002T
OPUT0028
OPUT0029
OPUT0030
OPUT0031
OPUT0032
OPUT0033
OPUT0034
OPUT0035
OPUT0036H IS',F8.3)
WRITE(6,30)LAMBDA,RORHONUNMAX
30 FORMAT(' AND LAMBDA IS' ,F6.3,'
1F6.3,' NU IS',F6.3,' NMAX
WRITE(6,40)
40 FORMAT(IHC)
WRITE(6,50)
50 FORMAT(' S
ISURE CUMULATIVE')
WRITE(6,60)
60 FORMAT(# RADIUS E
ITIC LOAD')
WRITE(6,70)
70 FORMAT(LH )
DO 80 J=iMMAX,2
R=LAMBDA+(J-1)*DELR
WRITE(6,90)RSIGMAZ(J
90 FORMAT(F15.3,3F15.6,F
80 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
RO IS',F6.3,'
IS', 16)
TRESS
LASTIC
RHO IS',
DEFLECTION
PRES
PLAS
),W(J),PI(J),F(J),J
15.3,I10)
OPUT003T
OPUT0038
OPUT0039
OPUTOO40
OPUT0041
OPUT0042
OPUT0043
OPUT0044
OPUT0045
OPUTOO46
OPUT0047
OPUT0048
OPUT0049
OPUT0050
OPUT0051
OPUT0052
OPUT0053
OPUT0054
OPUT0055
OPUT0056
QtAn Jn
r Tsis SUP UT INE %CLV ES THL OOLLrW ING INTEGPAL US ING "N" INTERVAt. S
C
r1
C
C VAltIE= X*F ( X)*J 0 (THETA J*X)* X
C 0.
C
SURPPUTIFNF QtllDJO (N, THETAJ,F, VALUE)
njIMEN SIGN- , F (201)
PEAL JO
H ='. / N~
VALUE =H/3 .*F( M+1) *JO ( THE T AJ)
VAtUE=VAL IIE+H//3.*(2.+(( 1)**K))*F(K )*JO (THE TAJ/N*(K-1))
1 *(K-1 )/N
S C ONT I NIE
R E TJR N
F N)
CDJ00 001
QDJ 00002
QDJ 00003
QDJ00004
QDJ 00005
CDJ00006
QDJ00007
QDJ C0008
QoJ00009
QDJ00010
QDJ 00011
QO J 00012
QDJ 00013
QDJ 000 14
QDJ0015
Qo)J 0001 6
DJ 00017
QDJ00018
QDJ 00019
QDJ 0002 0
QDJ 00021
CDJ 0002 2
C
C QUADCO
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES
RULE WITH "N" INTERVALS--
THE FOLLOWING INTEGRAL USING SIMPSON'S
C
C B
C
C VALUE= X*F(X)*C0(PSI,X/A)*ax
C
C A
SUBROUTINE QUADC0(FAB,N,PSI,VALUE)
DIMENSION F(201)
H=(B-A)/N
VALUE=H/3.*(F(1)*A*CO(PSI,1.)+F(N+1)*B*CO(PSI,B/A))
DO 5 K=2,N
X=A+(K-)*H
VALUE=VALUE+H/3.*(3.+(-1)**K)*F(K)*X*CO(PSI,X/A)
5 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
QDC00001
0DC00002
QDC00003
QDC00004
QDC00005
QDC00006
QDC00007
QDC00008
Q0C00009
QDCOOOLO
QDC00011
0DC00012
QDC00013
QDC00014
QDC00015
QDC00016
0DC00017
QDC00018
QDC00019
QDC00020
QDC00021
QDC00022
BESSEL FUNCTION PACKAGE
THIS FUNCTION PACKAGE CALCULATES THE BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF A REAL
ARGUEMENT "X" USING EQUATIONS GIVEN IN "HANDBOOK OF MATHEMATICAL
FUNCTIONS", ED. ABRAMOWITZ AND STEGUN, CHAPTER 9. REFERENCES
GIVE EQUATIONS USED. NOMENCLATURE-- JO(X) IS BESSEL FUNCTION OF
FIRST KIND OF ORDER 0 - Y1(X) IS BESSEL FUNCTION OF SECOND KIND OF
ORDER 1 - ETC. AIO(X) IS EXP(-X)*[0(X) AND BKO(X) IS EXP(X)*KO(X).
C JO(X)
C
EQUATIONS 9.4.1 - 9.4.3
FUNCTION JO(X)
REAL JO
IF(X-3) 110,120,120
110 JO=1.-2.2499997*(X/3)**2+1.2656208*(X/3)**4-.3163866*(X/3)**6+
1 .0444479*(X/3)**8-.0039444*(X/3)**10+.0002100*(X/3)**12
RETURN
120 JO=1./SQRT(X)*(.79788456-.00000077*(3/X)-.00552740*(3/X)**2
1 -.00009512*(3/X)**3+.00137237*(3/X)**4-.00072805*(3/X)**5
2 +.00014476*(3/X)**6)*COS(X-.7853982 
-.0416640 *(3/X)-.0000395
3 *(3/X)**2+.0026257 *(3/X)**3-.0005413 *(3/X)**4-.0002933 *(3/X)
4 **5+.0001356 *(3/XJ**6)
RETURN
END
C
C J1(X) EQUATIONS 9.4.4 - 9.4.6
C
FUNCTION J1(X)
REAL JL
IF(X-3) 130,140,140
130 Jl=X*(.5-.56249985*(X/3)**2+.21093573*(X/3)**4-.03954289*(X/3)**6
1 +.00443319*(X/3)**8-.00031761*(X/3)**10+.00C01109*(X/3)**12)
RETURN
140 Jl=1./SQRT(X)*(.79788456+.30000156*(3/X)+.01659667*(3/X)**2
1 +.00017105*(3/X)**3-.00249511*(3/X)**4+.00113653*(3/X)**5
BES10001
BESL0002
BESLOO03
BESL0004
BESLOO05
BESL0006
BESLOO07
BESLOO08
BESLOO09
BESL0010
BESL0011
BESL0012
BESL0013
BESLOO14
BESLOO15
BESLOO16
BESLO017
BESL0018
BESLOO19
BESL0020
BESL0021
BESL0022
BESL0023
BESL0024
BESL0025
BESL0026
BESL0027
BESL0028
BESL0029
BESL0030
BESL0031
BESL0032
BESL0033
BESL0034
BESL0035
BESL0036
2 -. 00020033*(3/X)**6)*COS(X-2.3561q4 +.1249961 *(3/X)
3 +.0000565 *(3/X)**2-.0063788 *(3/X)**3+.0007435 *(3/X)**4
4 +.0007982 *(3/X)**5-.0002917 *(3/X)**6)
RETURN
END
C
C AIO(X) EQUATIONS 9.8.1 - 9.8.2
C
FUNCTION AIO(X)
IF(X-3.75)150,160,160
150 Y=X/3.75
AIO=EXP(-X)*(1.+3.515622*Y**2+3.0899424*Y**4+1.2067492*Y**6
1 +.2659732*Y**8+.0360768*Y**10+.0045813*Y**12)
RETURN
160 Y=3.75/X
AIO=1./SQRT(X)*(.39894228+.01328592*Y+.00225319*Y**2
1 -.00157565*Y**3+.00916281*Y**4-.0205770*Y**5+.02635537*Y**6
2 -. 01647633*Y**7+.00392377*Y**8)
RETURN
END
C
C All(X) EQUATIONS 9.8.3 - 9.8.4
C
FUNCTION All(X)
IF(X-3.75) 170, 180,180
170 Y=X/3.75
All=EXP(-X)*X*(.5+.8789059*Y**2+.51498869*Y**4+.15084934*Y**6
1 +.02658733*Y**8+.00301532*Y**10+.00032411*Y**12)
RETURN
180 Y=3.75/X
All=1./SQRT(X)*(.39894228-.03988024*Y-.0036201*Y**2
1 +.00163801*Y**3-.01031555*Y**4+.02282967*Y**5-.02895312*Y**6
2 +.0178765*Y**7-.00420059*Y**8)
RETURN
END
BESL0037
BESL0038
BESL0039
RESL0040
BESL0041L
BESL0042
BESL0043
BESL0044
BESL0045
BESL0046
BESL0047
BESL0048
BESL0049
BESLOO50
BESLOO51
BESL0052
BESL0053
BESLOO54
BESL0055
BESL0056
BESLOO57
BESL0058
BESLOO59
BESL0060
BESL0061
BESL0062
BESL0063
BESL0064
BESL0065
BESL0066
BESL0067
BESL0068
BESL0069
BESL0070
BESL0071
BESLOO72
EQUATIONS 9.4.2 - 9.4.3
FUNCTION YO(X)
REAL JO
IF(X-3)110,120,120
110 YO=2./3.141593*ALOG(X/2.)*JO(X)+.3674669 +
1 .6055937*(X/3.)**2-.7435038*(X/3.)**4+.2530012*(X/3.)**6-
2 .0426121*(X/3.)**8+.0042792*(X/3.)**10-.0002485*(X/3.)**12
RETURN
120 YO=1./SQRT(X)*(.79788456-.00000077*(3/X)-.00552740*(3/X)**2
1 -.000C9512*(3/X)**3+.00137237*(3/X)**4-.00072805*(3/X)**5
2 +.00014476*(3/X)**6)*SIN(X-.7853982 -.0416640 *(3/X)-.0000395
3 *(3/X)**2+.0026257 *(3/X)**3-.0005413 *(3/X)**4-.0002933 *(3/X)
4 **5+.0001356 *(3/X)**6)
RETURN
END
C
C YL(X) EQUATIONS 9.4.5 - 9.4.6
C
FUNCTION Yl(X)
REAL JI
IF(X-3)110,120,120
110 XY1=2./3.141593*X*ALOG(X/2.)*J1(X)-.6366198+
1 .2212091*(X/3.)**2+2.168271*(X/3.)**4-1.316483*(X/3.)**6+
1 .3123951*(X/3.)**8-.0400976*(X/3.)**10+.0027873*(X/3.)**12
Yl=xyl/x
RETURN
120 Yl=1./SQRT(X)*(.79788456+.00000156*(3/X)+.01659667*(3/X)**2
1 +.00017105*(3/X)**3-.00249511*(3/X)**4+.00113653*(3/X)**5
2 -.00020033*(3/X)**6)*SIN(X-2.356194 +.1249961 *(3/X)
3 +.0000565 *(3/X)**2-.0063788 *(3/X)**3+.0007435 *(3/X)**4
4 +.0007982 *(3/X)**5-.0002917 *(3/X)**6)
RETURN
END
C BKOX) EQUATIONS 9.8.5 - 9.8.6
Yo(X M BESLOOT3
BESL0074
BESLOO75
BESL0076
BESL0077
BESLOO78
BESL0079
BESL0080
BESL0081
BESL0082
BESL0083
BESL0084
BESLOO85
BESL0086
BESL0087
BESLOO88
BESLOO89
BESLOO90
BESLOO91
BESL0092
BESL0093
BESLOO94
BESL0095
BESL0096
BESL0097
BESL0098
BESL0099
BESLO100
BESL0101
BESLO102
BESL0103
BESLO104
BESLO105
BESLO106
BESL0107
BESL0108
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FUNCTION BKO(X)
IF(X-2)110,120,120
110 BKO=-ALOG(X/2.)*EXP(2.*X)*AIO(X)+EXP(X)*(-.5772157+
1 .4227842*(X/2.)**2+.2306976*(X/2.)**4+.0348859*(X/2.)**6+
2 .0026270*(X/2.)**8+.0001075*(X/2.)**10+.0000074*(X/2.)**12)
RETURN
120 BKO=1./SQRT(X)*( 1.2533141-.0783236*(2./X)**1+.0218957*(2./X)**2-
1 .0106245*(2./X)**3+.0058787*(2./X)**4-.0025154*(2./X)**5+
2 .0005321*(2./X)**6)
RETURN
END
C
C BKI(X) EQUATIONS 9.8.7 - 9.8.8
C
FUNCTION BK1(X)
IF(X-2)110,120,120
110 BK1=ALOG(X/2.)*EXP(2.*X)*AII(X)+EXP(X)/X*(1.+
1 .1544314*(X/2.)**2-.6727858*(X/2.)**4-.1815690*(X/2.)**6-
2 .0191940*(X/2.)**8-.0011040*(X/2.)**10-.0000469*(X/2.)**12)
RETURN
120 BK1=1./SQRT(X)*(1.253314+.2349862*(2./X)-
1 .0365562*(2./X)**2+.0150427*(2./X)**3-.0078035*(2./X)**4+
2 .0032561*(2./X)**5-.0006825*(2./X)**6)
RETURN
END
C CO(P,R) (P IS EIGENVALUE)
C
FUNCTION CO(PR)
REAL JO,J1
CC=YO(P*R)*Jl(P)-Y1(P)*JQ(P*R)
RETURN
END
C
C C1(P,R) (P IS EIGENVALUF)
BESLO109
BESLO110
BESL0111
BESLO112
BESLI 0113
BESLO114
BESLO115
BESLO116
BESLO117
BESLO118
BESLO119
BESLO120
BESLO121
BESL0122
BESLO123
BESLO124
BESL0125
BESLO126
BESL0127
BESLO128
BESL0129
BESLO130
BESL0131
BESL0132
BESLC133
BESL0134
BESLO135
BESLO136
BESLO137
BESL0138
BESLO139
BESL0140
BESLO141
BESLO142
BESL0143
BESLO144
FUNCTION CI(PR)
REAL Ji
C1=Yl(P*R)*Jl(P)-YI(P)*J1(P*R)
RETURN
END
BESLO145
BESLO146
BESL0147
BESLO148
BESLO149
BESLO150
VC
C CRSPRD
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES, PSI, FOR--
C1(PSI,1.)=0 AND Cl(PSIRHO/LAMBDA)=0
LAMBDA HOLE RADIUS
RHO DISK RADIUS
SEE "HANDBOOK OF MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS",ED. ABIAMOWITZ AND STEGUN,
SECTION 9.5, EQUATIONS 9.5.27, 9.5.28, AND 9.5.29
SUBROUTINE CRSPRD(N,LZERO)
REAL L
INTEGER S
DIMENSION ZERO(40)
U=4.
P=(U-1.)/8./L
Q=(U-1.)*(U-25.)*(L**3-1.)/6./4.**3/L**3/(L-1.)
R=(U-1.)*(U*U-114.*U+1073.)*(L**5-1.)/5./4.**/L**5/(L-1)
DO 10 S=1,N
B=S*3.141593/(L-1.)
ZERO(S)=B+P/B+(Q-P*P)/B**3+(R-4.*P*Q+2.*P** 3 )/B**5
10 CONTINUE
FOR GREATER ACCURACY USE TABULATED VALUES FOR FIRST 5 EIGENVALUES
(HERE FOR RHO/LAMBDA=10.) SEE A + S, TABLE 9.7, PAGE 415
ZERO( 1)=. 39409
ZERO(2)=.73306
ZERO(3)= 1.07483
ZERO(4)=1.41886
ZERO(5)=1.76433
RETURN
END
CRSPOOO1
CRSPOO02
CRSPOO03
CRSPOO04
CRSP0005
CRSPOO06
CRSPOO07
CRSPOO08
CRSPOO09
CRSPOO10
CRSP0011
CRSP0012
CRSP0013
CRSP0014
CRSPOO15
CRSPOO16
CRSP0017
CRSP0018
CRSPOO19
CRSPOO20
CRSPOO21
CRSP0022
CRSPOO23
CRSP0024
CRSPOO25
CRSP0026
CRSPOO27
CRSP0028
CRSP0029
CRSP0030
CRSP0031
CRSP0032
CRSP0033
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